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Intrinsically poor conductivity of LFP has hindered the realization of its high 

theoretical capacity (170 mAhg-1). In an attempt to solve these issues, in this work we 

have investigated the enhancement in electrochemical properties of LFP by process 

modification and surface modification. Firstly, the electrochemical improved 

performance of bare LFP with surfactant processing is introduced. The addition of 

surfactant as a dispersing agent during vibratory ball milling of LiFePO4 (LFP) precursor 

showed better size uniformity, morphology control, and reduced particle size when 

anionic surfactant (Avanel S-150) was used. Electrodes fabricated from LFP particles by 

solid state reaction involving vibratory milling showed a 22% decrease in capacity after 

50 cycles, whereas the performance of electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP 

showed only 3% loss in capacity. Secondly, in order to improve the electrical 

conductivity of LFP cathode, metal (Cu nano-flakes with very high surface area) with a 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) as carbon source and dispersant was incorporated in the 

cathode by ball milling Cu nano-flakes. Uniformly dispersed Cu flakes subsequently 

transformed to CuO during the calcination process. Interestingly, Cu flakes was used as 

a catalyst for transforming carbon from disordered to graphitic carbon from the analysis 
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of ID/IG ratio with the help of Cu flakes during calcinations process. The Cu incorporated 

LFP composite cathode showed a high capacity of 161 mAhg-1, displayed excellent 

high rate and cyclic performance. Lastly, In order to improve the electrical conductivity 

of LFP cathode with a consideration of a reduced cost of the coating material, metal 

oxide was employed. This idea was originated from the transformation of metal to metal 

oxide as mentioned in the above. ZnO/Carbon was incorporated in the cathode by ball 

milling ZnO, PEG and LFP particles together. Herein, the catalytic property of ZnO for 

carbon transformation was confirmed again through the analysis of ID/IG ratio. The 

uniformly dispersed carbon and ZnO on the surface of LFP led to a good electronic 

contact between the LFP grains. Thus, an excellent high rate performance up to 10C 

was successfully achieved. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem and Motivation 

With the increase in demand for energy, one of the greatest challenges is to 

make  a renewable resource of energy due to limited oil resources and issues of global 

warming originated from fuel energy use.1,2 To replace the fuel energy, there are many 

kinds of renewable resource of energy such as wind power, hydraulic power, nuclear 

power, geothermal power and solar power energy. Based on these renewable energies, 

many kinds of energy storages such as batteries, fuel cells, solar cells have been 

developed. Among them, next generation of consumer products from mobile electronics 

to electric vehicles (EV)s or hybrid electric vehicles (HEV)s demands high energy 

density rechargeable batteries. Lithium Ion Batteries (LIB)s are the current choice for 

high energy density and light weight energy storage devices. Industry experts expected 

lithium-ion batteries to be the promising energy storage of the global market for use in 

hybrid electric vehicles (HEV)s because light-weight lithium ion batteries with high 

power density and energy density can store electricity significantly.3,4
 Actually, lithium 

ion battery market has grown incredibly from mobile to car industry. Specially, the 

market value of lithium ion batteries as power suppliers for EV is estimated $15.9 billion 

in 2019 which is 5 times as compared with the value of $3.4 billion in 2013 according to 

the estimation report by JP Morgan. The value of $15.9 billion as mentioned above is 

only about the market of lithium ion batteries for EVs. Thus, it is natural that so many 

researchers and companies have participated in competency for developing standard 

power sources. As a result, the performance of lithium ion battery has been improved 

incredibly. However, for the application of power supplier for EV there are still many 
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requirements of researching about designing light weight, high energy density and high 

power density material with a consideration of safety under a severe condition in order 

to use the batteries all around the world. Above all, reducing price per unit cell is key 

point for the application of lithium ion batteries. Therefore, the abundant materials such 

on earth can be the candidates for a cost effective material as electrode materials in 

lithium ion batteries. However, the first marketed lithium ion cathode material was 

LiCoO2 (LCO) and it has been currently used as a cathode material because LCO has a 

high theoretical capacity of 280 mAhg-1. Though LiCoO2 (LCO) is currently the principal 

cathode material for commercial LIB, it suffers from many disadvantages such as 

toxicity, high cost of the rare Co mineral resources, and unreliability from explosive 

reactions at high temperatures. Among the candidates to replace LCO, lithium iron 

phosphate (LFP) offers highly promising properties e.g. high theoretical capacity, eco-

friendly, cheap, and thermally stable structure.5   

1.2 Organization of Dissertation 

The purpose of this study is to understand the fundamental of electrochemical 

performance enhancement of LiFePO4 material for the application of lithium ion 

secondary batteries. 

In Chapter 2, an overview of fundamental of lithium ion batteries (LIBs) and 

literature review about current state of art for improving electrochemical properties of 

LiFePO4 (LFP) were introduced. In Chapter 3, experimental procedures and 

characterization techniques were discussed for investigating physical, chemical, and 

electrochemical properties of LFP materials employed in this work. For the deepest and 

reasonable approach of bare LFP material, the study about the bare LFP material was 

discussed in Chapter 4. Based on this study presented in Chapter 4, particle size and 
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size distribution effects on electrochemical properties of LFP materials synthesized by 

wet vibratory milling so called solid state method with and without surfactant addition 

were discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presented the effect of metal coating used as a 

catalyst for transformation of disordered carbon to graphitic carbon. Herein, Cu nano 

flakes were employed. Chapter 7 is similar work to Chapter 6 in the respect of using 

catalysis for improving the electrical conductivity of LFP materials, however the addition 

of metal oxide (herein, ZnO nano powder) was introduced to improve the 

electrochemical rate capabilities. Lastly, in Chapter 8, summaries of all results and 

discussions were presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Fundamentals of Battery  

2.1.1 Oxidation and Reduction 

The essence of electrochemistry is that some species are gaining electrons and 

others are losing electrons when participating in reaction. As a result of that, electric 

currents flow according to the electron energy level difference. For instance, there are 

two species A (IV) and B (II). When they are mixed, A (IV) is changed to A(III) by 

gaining electron while B(II) is changed to B (III) by losing electron like following:6-8 

aA (IV) + ne- ↔ aA (III)        (2-1) 

bB (II) ↔ bB (III) + ne-         (2-2) 

For the whole reaction, charge compensation rule is well observed like following: 

aA (IV) + bB (II) ↔ aA (III)+ bB (III)       (2-3) 

So, A (IV) specie is an oxidizing agent and B (II) specie is a reducing agent as shown in 

Fig. 2-1. From the Thermodynamics 2nd law, the relation between cell potential (E) and 

gibbs free energy (∆G) is like following: 

                     (2-4) 

where n is the number of electrons and F is the faraday constant (96500 C). The unit of 

E and F are V and C mol-1 respectively. Thus, ∆G is represented as J mol-1. From the 

equation 2-4, cell potential can be represented like following equation 2-5 in terms of a 

potential (ϕ) and activity (P): 

               
  

  
   

      

       
                

  

  
   

       

      
     (2-5) 

where R is the gas constant (8.314 JK-1mol-1) and T is temperature (K). The term of 

ϕ(A(IV,III)) – ϕ(B(III,II)) can be substituted with the standard potential (Eo).  
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Thus, equation 2-5 can be simply arranged like following equation 2-6 which is 

the Nernst equation: 

     
  

  
   

  
    

  

  
     

             (2-6) 

2.1.2 Major Characteristics  

There are three major characteristics in energy conversion and storage devices: 

1. Operating voltage which is related to power output 
2. Current related to charge rate 
3. Capacity related to how long it can last 

 
2.1.2.1 Cell voltage 

The cell voltage can be obtained from the difference between each electrode 

potential in the cell. Note that cell voltage can be obtained from the Nernst equation. For 

the detailed information, let’s look into the following reaction of the firstly designed 

battery, Daniel cell:6,7,9 

Anode:      Zn → Zn2+ + 2e-   Eo = -0.76 V     (2-7) 

Cathode:    Cu2+ + 2e- → Cu  Eo = 0.34 V    (2-8) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cell:     Cu2+ + Zn → Zn2+ + Cu     Eo = 1.1 V     (2-9) 

The oxidation reaction occurred in Zn electrode and reduction reaction in Cu 

electrode. Thus, Zn and Cu electrodes are anode and cathode respectively. As a result, 

total cell voltage of 1.1V can be obtained. However, the output cell voltage is a little 

lower than the theoretical value due to the internal resistance caused by activation 

polarization and concentration polarization. Activation polarization is caused by 

inhibition of the passage of potential determining ions (Herein, Zn2+ and Cu2+) at the 
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interface between electrode and electrolyte. Concentration polarization is caused by the 

inhibition of transport process due to concentration difference. 

2.1.2.2 Energy density  

Energy of a cell can be obtained by the relation of cell voltage times electricity 

equivalent to 1 mol (96500C or 26.8 Ah) like following:6,8 

Energy of a cell [W h] = Cell voltage [V] x Electricity [Ah]    (2-10) 

Energy density can be expressed in unit of [WhKg-1] or [Whl-1]. Thus, the energy of a 

cell calculated from the equation 2-10 divided by a weight or volume of active materials 

can yield the energy density. For the comparison study of the various battery cells, Fig. 

2-2 shows the comparison of various battery cells in terms of energy density. Li metal is 

the ideal case, however, during the cycle of charge and discharge reaction there is a 

dendrite growth of Li metal by an adsorption on the Li metal electrode, which causes a 

short circuit. Thus, it is unsafe material. Beyond Li metal, Li-ion battery is the most ideal 

application for a battery use. 

2.1.2.3 Theoretical capacity 

The actual output capacity is less than the theoretical capacity because the 

theoretical capacity can be obtained only at an ideal state. Simply the theoretical 

capacity can be calculated by the electricity equivalent to 1 mol divided by molecular 

weight of active material like following:6,8 

                             
 

                                   
     (2-11) 

2.2 Rechargeable Batteries 

There are various types of rechargeable batteries such as Lead-acid battery, 

Nickel-Metal Hydride (Ni-MH) and Lithium ion batteries. Lead acid battery is composed 
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of active materials such as lead and lead dioxide, sulfuric acid electrolyte and glass fiber 

separator. Lead sulfate produced from the electrode reactions is an insulator and 

hinders the available energy by build-up on the electrode. Ni-MH battery is composed of 

active materials such as nickel oxyhydroxide and hydrogen-absorbing alloy. Ni-MH 

replaced the Ni-Cd battery and has two times the capacity of Ni-Cd when both Ni-MH 

and Ni-Cd are manufactured in the same size. Its working voltage is too low. Lithium ion 

battery is composed of graphite anode, various cathode materials such as layered, 

spinel and olivine structured materials, polymer separator and electrolytes. The detailed 

information about the LIBs will be discussed in section 2.3. Characteristic comparisons 

of these three types of batteries are listed in the following Table 2-1.  

Table 2-1. Comparisons of three typical rechargeable batteries10  

Items LIB Ni-MH Lead-acid 

Working voltage (V) 3.7 1.2 2.0 

Gravimetric energy density (Whkg-1) 130-200 60-90 30-40 

Volumetric energy density (Whl-1) 340-400 200-250 130-180 

Cycle life (cycles) 500 400 300 

Capacity self discharge rate (% per 
month) 

5% 30% 10% 

Energy efficiency (Cdischarge/Ccharge) 99% 70% 75% 

Reliability High Low High 

Lead-acid Battery has been used as power suppliers for the EVs and HEVs. 

Among these three different products and technologies, LIB is the best power supplier 

for EV and HEV applications, because of its long cycle life, high operating voltage and 

high gravimetric and volumetric energy density. Even though Lead-acid Battery is highly 

reliable, it is an outdated technology which is not proper for the application of EVs 

because of its low gravimetric and volumetric energy density due to the large scale and 
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heavy weight. Furthermore, toxic property by using the materials such as sulfuric acid 

(H2SO4) and lead (Pb) even hinders lead-acid battery for using green energy 

application. According to the degree of both gravimetric energy density (Whkg-1) and 

volumetric energy density (Whl-1), the candidate electrode materials can be evaluated 

for the applications in the LIBs.11-13 For example, the material with high energy density 

is required for a light-weight system like portable devices and the material high 

volumetric energy density is for the compact system. 

2.3 Lithium Ion Batteries 

Since the development of lithium ion rechargeable batteries (LIB)s of LiCoO2 

(LCO)/C system in 1991 by Sony Corporation14, LIBs have been widely used as a 

power source in various portable electronic devices such as mobile phones, laptop 

computers, digital cameras and recently even in electrical vehicles (EV), and hybrid 

electrical vehicles (HEV) due to its high energy density, long cycle life and excellent 

safety. There have been many reports why they receive the great attention at both 

fundamental and application.11,15-24 

There are four components which consist of LIBs. Those are lithium ion 

intercalation positive electrode (i.e. generally lithium transition metal oxides such as 

layered structured LiMO2 (M = Mn, Co, Ni), spinel structured LiMn2O4 and olivine 

structured LiMPO4 (M = Fe, Mn)), negative electrode (generally layered structured 

graphite), Li salt containing electrolyte (i.e. LiPF6 in EC(ethylene carbonate)-

DEC(diethylcarbonate) or EC(ethylene carbonate)-DMC (dimethylcarbonate)) for a 

medium phase between electrodes and separator made of polymer for separating 

electrodes perfectly and passing through back and forth for only Li+ ion as shown in Fig. 

2-3.25 Actually, the capacities of cathode materials are too low compared to those of 
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anode materials, unsafe in overcharge state and very expensive. So, intensive studies 

should be performed in order to replace them.  

The requirements of cathode material candidates for charging Li+ ion batteries 

are like following:15 

1. Transition metal which is capable of oxidation and reduction. 
2. No structural change when intercalated to cathode material. 
3. Material which can deliver high capacity and generate high voltage  
4. Material which can lead fast Li+ ion intercalation resulting in fast charging 
5. High electrical conductivity for a capable of transferring electrons 
6. High stability at an ambient temperature 
7. Cost effective material 
8. Environment friendly material 

 
There are three typical types of lithium ion battery cathode as mentioned above. 

They are lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) which is a principal cathode material, lithium 

manganese oxide (LiMnO2) which has a layered structure LiMnO2, another different 

chemical formula of lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) which is a spinel structure and 

lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) with olivine structure. Even though LiCoO2 (LCO) has 

been widely used as a principal cathode material for commercial LIBs, there has been a 

continuous effort to replace it with other novel cathode materials because of certain 

drawbacks such as toxicity, high cost of the rare mineral resource Co, and unreliability 

of explosiveness at high temperatures. LiMnO2 which is cost effective, safe and higher 

capacity than that of spinel lithium manganese oxide has been studied at the high rate. 

However, its poor cycle performance at high temperature is the weakness to be solved.  

Among the candidates to replace LCO, LiFePO4 (LFP) is the most attractive 

cathode material because of its high theoretical capacity (170 mAhg-1), structural 

stability, low cost and eco-friendly characteristic.5 Despite these advantages, a major 

disadvantage of LFP is its poor rate performance mainly caused by intrinsically low 
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electrical conductivity (10-9 to 10-10 Scm-1) at room temperature compared to LiCoO2 

(10-3 Scm-1) and LiMn2O4 (10-5 Scm-1) , which results from very slow lithium ion diffusion 

rate.26-30 Another challenge is the easy oxidation of LFP from Fe2+ to Fe3+ during 

synthesis process. In terms of high cost, toxicity, poor safety and chemical instability, 

the conventional LiCoO2, LiMnO2, LiNiO2 and LiMn2O4 cathode materials are not 

appropriate as electric suppliers for EVs and other applications. As an alternative 

cathode candidate material for LIBs, lithium iron phosphate is the best promising 

cathode material for LIBs by comparing with other cathode candidate materials listed in 

the Table 2-2.  

LFP with olivine structure shows a high lithium intercalation voltage (3.5 V vs Li 

metal) as shown in Fig. 2-4, high theoretical capacity (170 mAhg-1), and an excellent 

chemical stability with commonly used organic electrolytes of LiPF6 in EC:DEC or 

EC:DMC.31  

Lithium iron phosphate was developed as a promising cathode material for 

rechargeable lithium-ion batteries in 1997 by John Goodenough.5 However, the 

LiFePO4 could not be used as a commercial cathode material because it has critical 

drawbacks like intrinsically too low conductivity as mentioned above. Furthermore, LFP 

shows two phase (LiFePO4 and FePO4) reactions. It means that there is only one 

oxidation reaction like Fe2+ or Fe3+ during charge/discharge cycling exhibiting a poor 

conducting property. Thus, LFP could not be recognized as a promising cathode 

electrode candidate for LIBs. However, thanks to the many efforts for improving the 

drawbacks which LFP has, presently it exhibited an approximate 90% of its theoretical 

capacity (>160 mAhg-1) at a rate of 0.2C showing high rate performance. Therefore, 
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LFP can be considered as a promising cathode candidate for the next generation of 

LIBs.32 More detailed discussion about crystal structure and current efforts for improving 

electrochemical properties of LFP will be introduced in the following section. 

Table 2-2. Comparison data among various Lithium base batteries10,33  

Battery LiFePO4 LiCoO2 LiMn2O4 Li(NiCo)O2 

Safety Safest Not Stable Acceptable Not Stable 

Environmental 

Concern 
Most Enviro-friendly Very Dangerous Acceptable 

Very 
Dangerous 

Cycle life Best/Excellent Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable 

Power/Weight 
Density 

Acceptable Good Acceptable Best 

Long Term 
Cost 

Most 
Economic/Excellent 

High Acceptable High 

Temperature 
Range 

Excellent 
(-20  to 70 oC) 

Decay beyond 
(-20 to 55 oC) 

Decay extremely 
fast over 50 oC 

-20 to 55 oC 

2.4 Current State of Arts 

2.4.1 Crystal Structure of Lithium Iron Phosphate 

Li, Fe and P atoms in LFP are located in 4a, 4c and 4c sites respectively forming 

LiO6, FeO6 octahedra and PO4 tetrahedra as shown in Fig. 2-5 (a). In LFP olivine 

structure (S.G. (62), Pnma), LFP becomes very structurally stable due to the strong PO4 

covalent bonding. Furthermore, the Fe2+/3+ redox couple leads to maintain frame crystal 

structure without any changes and chemical stabilities than M3+/4+ redox couples during 

charge and discharge reactions resulting in good safety features unlike layered LiMO2 

(M = Mn, Co, Ni) oxides. When all of the lithium atoms are extracted from olivine LFP 

during charge reaction, FePO4 (FP) can be formed with a same orthorhombic structure 

(S.G. (62), Pbnm). As a counter-reaction, LFP can be formed during discharge reaction. 

Thus, two phases of FePO4 (heterosite) or LiFePO4 (triphylite) are forming repeatedly 
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during charge/discharge cycling. No structural change during cycling led LFP to be a 

promising cathode candidate material. However, LFP shows poor rate performance and 

limited capacity of x=0.6 in LixFePO4 when synthesized by solid state method because 

LFP has an intrinsically poor electrical conductivity than those of layered and spinel 

structured cathode candidates as discussed in section 2.3. The materials synthesized 

with carbon used as a conducting agent at a low temperature (conducting material), 

nearly theoretical capacity was obtained during charge and discharge cycling.34,35   

However, as compared with other cathode materials (LiMO2, M= Mn, Co, Ni) with 

layered structure, The LiO6 octahedras are located to form the linear chains of the 

alternating planes and the no continuous network of edge shared FeO6 octahedras 

occupy the zigzag chains which limits the Li atom intercalation, while MO6 octahedras in 

layered structured materials have the continuous network as shown in Fig. 2-5 (b). 

Among the lithium metal oxides of layered structured materials including spinel structure, 

oxygen arrays in a cubic-close packed system provides more space for Li+ ion motion 

and might contribute to electronic conductivity. These materials are good Li+ ion 

conductors as a result of that they show inherently good electronic conductivity from the 

mixed-valent cations in the cathode materials. For instance, Mn3+/4+ in Li1-xMn2O4 and 

Co3+/4+ ions in Li1-xCoO2 (0<x<1) during charge and discharge reactions are the typical 

examples. That is, electrons can transfer well between the mixed-valent cations along 

the edge-shared octahedral array in these layered and spinel structure materials. But, a 

relatively small free volume hinders Li+ ion motion in LFP olivine structures because of a 

nearly close-packed-hexagonal oxide-ion array. Furthermore, Wang et al. reported that 

two low-energy surfaces (0 1 0) and (2 0 1) dominate in the Wulff shape for LFP and (0 
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1 0) surface of FePO4 indicated the lowest energy. This result means that Li+ ions 

extraction from LFP cathode material prefers through two low-energy surfaces (0 1 0) 

and (2 0 1) during the charge reaction and Li+ ions insertion occurs preferably through 

the surface (0 1 0) during discharge reaction.36 The lithiation through one channel can 

limit the Li+ ion intercalation. As a result, LFP cathode delivers relatively small current 

densities due to Li+ ion insertion reaction through one channel.37-39 Furthermore, LFP is 

a poor conductor because of only one oxidation state of Fe2+ or Fe3+ during the 

electrochemical charge and discharge reactions as mentioned in section 2.3. Therefore, 

the LFP cathode materials with olivine structure show poor rate performance and low Li+ 

ion diffusion rate. This can be the critical impediments for wide applications of LFP as a 

promising cathode candidate in LIBs.16,35,40,41  

2.4.1 Current Efforts for Improved Electrochemical Properties 

Many efforts have been tried to improve the electrochemical properties of LFP. 

There have been three ways for obtaining enhanced electrochemical performances. 

Among them, the first way is doping method with certain elements with higher valences 

making defects such as vacancies to improve the intrinsically poor conductivity. The 

second way is coating method with conducting materials such as C, Ag, Cu and etc. By 

using them, surface modification of the LFP can be achieved to reduce the interfacial 

resistance between electrode and electrolyte. Finally, the last thing is size reduction to 

nano-scale resulting in decrease of Li+ ion diffusion path by using various synthesis 

methods.  

2.4.1.1 Doping methods 

For the doping methods, three sites such as Li, Fe and O sites are available with 

doped atoms. For a doping methods using diverse atoms in Li sites, Chung et al. have 
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reported that controlled cation non-stoichiometry combined with solid-solution doping by 

metal ions such as Nb5+, Ti4+, Zr4+, Al3+ and Mg2+ supervalent to Li+ ion increased the 

electronic conductivity of LFP by a factor of ~108.26 The controlled cations doping 

methods with a rare earth material of La3+ in Li sites were reported by several battery 

researchers and also increased the electronic conductivity of LFP resulting in improved 

electrochemical performance.42-44 Li et al. reported that the submicron-sized sample of 3 

at. % Ti-doped LFP synthesized by co-precipitation and normal temperature reduction 

method showed the most impressive 100 cycling performance and discharge capacity 

of 150.1 mAhg-1 at 0.1C rate.45 Yang et al. reported that small size (100-200 nm) of 

Li0.98Cu0.01FePO4 synthesized by improved co-precipitation allow intercalation and de-

intercalation of lithium ions to occur with ease during the charge–discharge processes 

and exhibit high discharge capacity of 154.5 mAhg-1 at 0.1C rate.46 Yin et al. reported 

single phase Li0.97Na0.03FePO4/C samples are synthesized by in situ polymerization 

restriction carbo-thermal reduction method showed the smaller charge transfer 

resistance than other samples, the highest reversible capacity of 158 mAhg-1 at 0.1C 

rate and the improved rate capability. It might be attributed to the larger lattice constants 

in both a and c resulting in enough space for Li+ ion motion when doped with Na+ ions.47 

Zhang et al. reported Li0.99Nd0.01FePO4/C cathode composite with the olivine structure 

prepared by a novel solid-state reaction method at 750 °C without using inert gas.48 The 

main advantage of this method is that the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ could be avoided 

without inert gas. The Nd doping could increase the number of vacancy in Li sites 

resulting in enhancing the intrinsic electronic conductivity of LFP like following reaction: 

     

       
           

       
     

         (2-12) 
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Ying et al. reported the high tap-density 1.8 gcm−3 of the spherical 

Li0.97Cr0.01FePO4/C powders synthesized by carbothermal reduction method showed 

152 mAhg-1 at 0.1C rate. This is attributed to the high density of cathode materials due 

to the spherical shape of powders. However, there are some reports against these 

electrochemically improved results by cation doping in Li sites.49 Ouyang et al. reported 

that the enormously enhanced electronic conductivity through Li site doping does not 

improve the electrochemical performance as expected for LFP cathode material. The 

results show that the heavy Cr ions blocked the one-dimensional diffusion pathway for 

the Li+ ion migration from the Monte-Carlo simulation. The capacity loss is attributed to 

the amount of Cr ion doping. It has still been controversial that the conductivity is 

improved by employing supervalent doping.50 Wagemaker et al. reported that cation 

doped LFP (Li1-xyDxy + FePO4; D= Zr, Nb, Cr) synthesized by a solid state method at 

600 °C exhibited only 0.3% increase in the size of the lithium channels, which is not 

expected to better the Li-ion mobility. Furthermore, the location of the immobile cation 

dopants in Li sites may hinder Li+ ion diffusion.51  

Likewise, doping in Fe sites with small amount of metals such as Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, 

Cu and Zn also resulted in enhanced electrochemical performances. It is mainly 

attributed to the enhancement of the electronic conductivity. In addition to this, the 

interaction between Li and O can be changed by doping in Fe sites. For the reports 

about this, Abbate et al. carried out the Fe 2p X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

analysis. The results are that the Fe2+ high-spin state in pristine LFP and the electronic 

structure of these ions were not significantly affected by the Ti-, Al-, and Cu-doping, 

while the O 1s XAS spectra showed extra absorption intensity.52 Yang et al. reported 
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that LiFe0.95M0.05PO4 (M = Mg2+, Ni2+, Al3+, V3+) prepared by the solution method showed 

the synergetic effect of the supervalent doping and lattice expansion, which led 

improved electrochemical performance of increase in discharge capacity and reducing 

capacity fade.53 In the same way, Liu et al. reported that LiZn0.01Fe0.99PO4 synthesized 

by solid state route do not destroy the lattice structure of LFP and enlarges the lattice 

volume. During Li+ ion intercalation process of lithium ions, the doped zinc atoms 

protect the LFP structure from shrinking. This kind of “pillar” effect provides larger space 

for the movement of Li+ ions. Consequently, the conductivity and lithium ion diffusion 

coefficient are enhanced by Zn doping.54 As a result, Wang et al. could obtain the 

improvement of Li+ ion diffusion coefficient and electronic conductivity with LiFe1-xMxPO4 

(M = Ni, Co, Mg).55 Shin et al. reported that LiFe0.97Cr0.03PO4/C synthesized by a 

mechano-chemical process showed an excellent discharge rate performance. The Cr 

doping facilitates the phase transformation between LiFePO4 and FePO4 during cycling, 

and conductivity improvement by carbon coating.56 Li et al. reported olivine composites 

LiFe0.95Mn0.05PO4 synthesized by mechano-chemical activation method using C2H2O4 

as the chelating reagent showed the discharge capacities of 155.6 mAhg−1 and 102.9 

mAhg−1 at 1 C and 10 C rate respectively.57 Yoon et al. reported that the Fe and Co K-

edge XAS results of Li1−xFe0.5Co0.5PO4 system showed that the major charge 

compensation at the metal sites during charge is achieved by the oxidation of Fe2+ ions 

at lower potential plateau (~3.6 V) and the oxidation of Co2+ ions at higher potential 

plateau (~5.0 V). After Co doping, strong P-O bonds become less covalent during 

delithiation process due to the increased covalency of Fe3+-O bonds.58 Zhang et al. 

reported that Ni-doped LFP/C prepared by the solid-state method using low-cost asphalt 
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as a carbon source and a reduction agent exhibited better electrochemical 

performances than the bare material.59 Chang et al. reported that the stoichiometric 

LiFe0.98Cu0.02PO4/C cathode materials with a high tap density of 1.98 gcm−3 synthesized 

by a solid state method showed the excellent discharge capacity of about 150 mAhg−1 

at a rate of 0.1 C.60  

Finally, the anion doping using F- and Cl- in O sites have been tried to improve 

electrochemical properties. Liao et al. reported that LiFe(PO4)0.9F0.3/C materials 

synthesized by a ball milling method with the addition of LiF to the starting materials of 

LFP/C showed the most attractive high rate performance.61 Yang et al. reported olivine-

type LiFe(PO4)0.97Cl0.09/C samples prepared by low-temperature solid-state method 

showed increased conductivity and high rate performance.62 

2.4.1.2 Coating methods 

Besides doping methods, surface modification by conducting agents such as Ag, 

Cu, polymer and carbon has been designed to improve the electrochemical 

properties of bare LFP. Moreover, metal oxide also can be used as coating material for 

surface modification resulting in improved electrochemical performances. How is this 

possible? Carbon coating provides the electrons paths and compresses the particle 

growth as shown in Fig. 2-6. Thus, in case of homogeneous carbon coating on LFP 

particles, electrons can flow well without blockage and small particle size can help Li+ 

ion diffusion. As a result, electrochemical properties can be enhanced.  

The optimization of coating carbon thickness can also significantly influence on 

the electrochemical performances of LFP. Cho et al. reported that LFP/C composite 

materials were prepared by two types of carbon source of 20 wt. % polystyrene (PS) 

and 50 wt. % malonic acid used as a carbon vapor source.63 The carbon thickness is 
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related to the carbon contents. That is, with the increase of carbon content the thickness 

of carbon film increases. Among the samples, LFP/C composite materials with 2.28 wt. % 

of carbon contents and thickness of 4-8 nm showed the best electrochemical 

performance.  

In addition, the structure of carbon is also key point for improving electrochemical 

performance of LFP. Wilcox et al. reported that carbon structural factors such as sp2/sp3 

and disordered/graphene (D/G) ratio influenced enormously the conductivity and rate 

performance strongly.64 Significant lowering of the D/G ratio and a concomitant rise in 

the sp2/sp3 ratio of the carbon resulted in improved electrochemical performances by 

addition of both iron nitrate and PA. 

Croce et al. reported that the addition of very small amount of 1 wt. % of Cu or 

Ag to LFP prepared by sol-gel method showed the discharge capacity improvement of 

140 mAhg-1 at 0.2C rate. The addition of Ag or Cu didn’t influence the LFP structure and 

considerably improved conductivity.65 Huang et al. reported that 16 wt. % of polymer 

polypyrole(PPY) coated LFP and 7 wt. % of polymer polyaniline(PANI) co-coated LFP 

showed discharge capacity of 145 mAhg-1 and 140 mAhg-1 respectively.66 Liu et al. 

reported that LFP/C composite were prepared by a high-energy ball milling combined 

with spray-drying method. Even though LFP/C composite exhibited the low tap density, 

this material delivers an improved tap density of 1.3 gcm-3 and high electronic 

conductivity of 10−2 to 10−3 Scm-1. The discharge capacities are 109 mAhg-1 at 6.5C rate 

and 94 mAhg-1 at 11C rate respectively.67  

By using metal oxide for a surface modification, there have been many 

achievements in obtaining enhanced electrochemical properties. Son et al. reported that 
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nano-crystallized Al2O3 coated LFP synthesized by a novel dry coating method 

exhibited an improvement in both interfacial resistance and cathode polarization. This 

behavior may be attributed to the prohibition of structural change by Al2O3 coating.68 

ZrO2 coated LFP powders prepared by chemical precipitation method by Liu et al.69 and 

CeO2 coated LFP powders synthesized by sol-gel method by Yao et al.70 showed 

improved electrochemical properties due to the decrease in electrode polarization and 

interfacial charge resistance. 

2.4.1.3 Particle size reduction 

Particle size and size distribution are very important factor for Li+ ion diffusion 

path. In this section, particle size effect on electrochemical properties will be discussed. 

Mcneil et al. reported that two types of LFP/C with particle size of ~10 μm and 0.5 ~ 1 

μm are compared to study the size effect on electrochemical properties. LFP/C with 

0.5~1 μm showed the discharge capacity of 129 mAhg-1 while LFP/C with ~10 μm 

exhibited 79 mAhg-1.71 Delacourt et al. reported that inspite of no addition of carbon to 

LFP, LFP with a particle size of 100-200 nm showed the improved discharge capacity of 

147 mAhg-1.72 Kim et al. reported that LFP/C composite with a particle size of 20 nm 

showed the high rate performance of 163 mAhg-1 at 1C rate. Even though particle size 

reduction improved the electrochemical performance, it doesn’t guarantee that unlimited 

capacity and rate performance can be obtained as the particle size decreases to few 

nano-meters.37 For example, Zhang et al. reported that some bare LFP and LFP/C 

composite materials with a larger particle size of 150 nm showed higher discharge 

capacity than the materials with smaller particle of ~100 nm.73  
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2.4.1.4 Synthesis methods  

Various synthesis techniques has been used to prepare LFP with a variety of 

particle morphology and size distributions. Fig. 2-7 shows the SEM and TEM images of 

particle morphology prepared by various synthesis methods. Yan et al. reported that 

LFP/C cathode material synthesized by a solid-state reaction using citric acid as a 

carbon source showed an improved electric conductivity of by eight orders of magnitude 

from 10−9 Scm−1. The spherical type LFP/C particles (Fig. 2-7 (a)) delivered an initial 

discharge capacity of 128mAhg−1 at 4C.74 Nien et al. reported that polystyrene (PS)-

containing LFP/C composite (Fig. 2-7 (b)) prepared by co-precipitation method showed 

a lower ID/IG and sp3/sp2 peak ratio indicating more highly graphite-like carbon formation 

during polymer pyrolysis resulting in better electrochemical performance.75 Kim et al.  

reported that the porous phase pure LFP/C composite particles with a few nanometers 

thick layer of carbon synthesized by sol–gel method showed porous particle morphology 

as shown in Fig. 2-7 (c).76 Zhou et al. reported that the LFP/C prepared by co-

precipitation and microwave processing showed high surface area of 98.3 m2g-1 and 

porous carbon morphology as shown in Fig. 2-7 (d).77 Jin et al. reported that LFP 

cathode materials with 5wt. % carbon black using solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) 

prepared by hydrothermal methods showed more uniform and round in shape with 

increasing carbon black content as shown in Fig. 2-7 (e).78 Muraliganth et al. reported 

that bundles of LFP nano-rods with an average size of 40 ± 6 nm synthesized by a rapid 

microwave sintering followed by solvo-thermal method within 5 minutes at temperatures 

as low as 300 oC didn’t require any post annealing in reducing gas atmospheres as 

shown in Fig. 2-7 (f).79 The result was that due to the high surface area of nano-rod, 
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multi-walled carbon nanotube (MW-CNT) coating on it could be successfully achieved 

for improved electrochemical performances. 

2.5 Solid State Methods 

The large sized particles are transformed into small sized ones by mechanical 

forces following the processes such as crushing, grinding and milling. This is 

‘comminution’ process. Traditionally, powders of size range of > 1 mm were obtained by 

the size reduction process using jaw, gyratory, cone, compound crusher and shaft 

impactor. Even though there is a harmful effect of media contamination on synthesized 

powders when milling was used for a long time, milling process is the most common 

method to obtain the size reduction. Thus, it has been still used for synthesis of 

powders in industrial. In the milling processes of compressing and shearing, there are 

mechanical stresses, which can lead deformation, at the contact point or face between 

particles and between particles and milling media. Through the given mechanical 

energy from milling, new surfaces are created and there is a shape and size change in 

the particles.  

There are various types of ball mills. For instance, those are vibration, tumbling 

and agitation mill. Among them, vibratory milling used in this work will be discussed 

because it has the greatest impact energy among three mills. Fig. 2-8 shows the model 

of vibratory milling machine and schematic of crushing process between particles and 

milling media. Vibratory milling machine is composed of drum, which is vibrating upward 

and downward and milling jar which is placed in the drum. By using milling jar filled with 

milling media of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), an energy efficient and effective milling 

process in all direction is expected to distribute the particles well resulting in preventing 

segregation of particles when using wet milling. The shape of media is hexahedron and 
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should fill at least over 80% of milling jar for an efficient milling. Currently, by adding 

some polymeric additives, more uniform size distribution and less agglomeration of 

particles can be obtained.80   

2.6 Electrochemical Characterizations 

2.6.1 Potential Intermittent Titration Technique (PITT) 

Potentiostatic intermittent titration technique (PITT) is experimentally used to 

measure the chemical diffusion coefficient of Li+ ion during charge or discharge reaction 

of the lithium ion cell by applying constant current (I) as a function of time. Note that this 

technique application started based on the supposition of that the permeability are equal 

at both boundaries because there are still many limitations such as insufficient 

information to develop the property difference at both boundaries by mathematical 

approach. PITT measurements are derived from Fick’s second law.81 

  

  
    

   

             (2-13) 

where t is time, x is the distance, C is the concentration of Li+ ion and DLi is the Li+ ion 

chemical diffusion coefficient. The boundary conditions are categorized into three 

conditions like initial, semi-infinite and electrode surface boundary conditions like 

followings:81,82 

(a) Initial conditions 

Li+ ion is uniformly distributed throughout the solution, C is equal to Co (initial 

concentration) for all x region like following. 

                              (2-14) 

(b) Semi-infinite boundary conditions 
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When the distance is enough large from the electrode wall, there is no alteration 

process of solution at the wall of the cell, thus the concentration has a constant value. 

For thin layer cell, if the distance to the wall of the cell is l, x should be l like following: 

              

  
               (2-15) 

(c) Electrode surface boundary conditions 

The last condition is related to the concentration gradient at the electrode surface. 

If the current is quantity, the boundary condition is like following: 

                              (2-16) 

where Cs is the concentration at the interface between electrode and electrolyte. From 

these boundary conditions, the time dependent current I(t) is related to the 

concentration gradient at the interface between electrode and electrolyte, it can be 

represented like following:81,82 

              
       

  
            (2-17) 

where zi is the charge number of the electro-active specie i, F is faraday’s constant 

(96500 C) and A is the cross-sectional area of the electrode. As a result, the current 

response can be expressed as a function of time. In case of the condition of t << L2/D (L: 

characteristic length of electrode) which indicates initial stage of diffusion, the chemical 

diffusion coefficient DLi can be obtained from relation of I vs. t-1/2 like following Cottrell 

equation:81-83 

                  
   

  
                        

  

 
      (2-18) 

If the condition is t>>L2/D which is the long time approximation, the chemical diffusion 

coefficient can be determined from the relation of I vs. e-t which can be simply converted 
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to the relation of ln(I(t)) vs. t by applying natural logarithm followed by differential like 

following: 

     
               

 
 
  

      

   
 
                     

  

 
      (2-19) 

2.6.2 Alternative Current Impedance (ACI) 

Alternating current impedance (ACI) spectroscopy is a widely used technique for 

the characterization of various electrochemical reactions at the interface between 

electrode and electrolyte. An electrochemical cell can be understood according to the 

equivalent circuit which is composed of electrolyte resistance (Rs), constant phase 

element (CPE) for an electrical double layer capacitance (Cd) and faradic impedance (Zf) 

which is divided into Warburg impedance (Zw) and charge transfer resistance (Rct) as 

shown in Fig. 2-9. The measured impedance data, which is called as Nyquist plot, is 

plotted on X-axis of real impedance (Zre) and Y-axis of imaginary impedance (-Zim) as 

shown in Fig. 2-10. The nyquist plot is divided into charge transfer control region at a 

high-middle frequency (ω) range and mass transfer control region at low frequency 

range. The impedance is represented like following two equations 2-20 and 2-21:81  

       
      

    

     
            

              
       (2-20) 

    
                                  

     
            

              
       (2-21) 

At low frequency region, as ω → 0, the impedance can be represented as like following 

two equations: 

                          (2-22) 

                         (2-23) 
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At high frequency region, Warburg impedance can be ignored compared to Rct. 

That is, as σ → 0, the impedance can be represented as like following two equations:  

       
   

      
    

          (2-24) 

    
      

 

      
    

           (2-25) 

By combining above two equations 2-24 and 2-25, the following 2-26 is obtained: 

        
   

 
      

   
   

 
          (2-26) 

Thus, circular plot is obtained, which is a center of (Zre=RΩ + Rct/2, Zim=0) and a radius 

of Rct/2. The line with a slope at low frequency range is related to the diffusion of Li+ ion 

in the solid electrodes, semi-circle at mid frequency range for charge transfer process 

and semi-circle intercept at high frequency limit for electrolyte resistance. The ratio of 

voltage and current based on Ohm’s law determines the Impedance at a specific  

frequency (ω).   
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of reaction between A(IV) and B(II) with electron flow through 
external circuit (only X- can put through (-) ion selective membrane)6  

 

 
 

Figure 2-2. Energy density comparison of various batteries32 
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Figure 2-3. Charge and discharge diagram of LiFePO4/graphite battery12,16 

 
 

Figure 2-4. Cycling behavior at 55 oC of an optimized LFP/C composite electrode at a 
rate of C/1032 
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A 

 
 

B 
 

Figure 2-5. Crystal structure comparison. A) Comparison of crystal structures of 
LiFePO4 (Triphylite) and FePO4 (heterosite). B) Comparison of layered 
structured materials and olivine structure.84  
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Figure 2-6. Schematic of comparison of partial and homogeneous carbon coating as 
electrons path85  
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Figure 2-7. Particle morphology comparison according to the various synthesis methods. 
A) Solid state method.74 B) Co-precipitation method.75 C) Sol-gel method.76 D) 
Microwave method.77 E) Hydrothermal method.78 F) Solvothermal-microwave 
method79 
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Figure 2-8. Vibratory milling and schematic of milling process80 
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Figure 2-9. Equivalent electrical circuit of an electrochemical cell for ACI81 

 

 
Figure 2-10. Nyquist plot for an electrochemical cell81 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.1 Powder Synthesis 

In this section, the detailed information of  experimental procedures that were 

used to synthesize phase pure powder samples for different characterizations such as 

XRD ,SEM, TEM, XPS, Raman, specific surface area and density measurement will be 

discussed.   

3.1.1 Material Selection 

Fig. 3-1 shows the conductivity as a reference of Cu and price per pound of 

various materials. From these data, Cu material was selected as a coating material for 

the direct metal coating on LFP in Chapter 6 because Cu is the best coating materials 

among all material candidates in terms of conductivity and cost. For the stability with no 

structural and chemical formula change at high temperature, ZnO was chosen as a 

metal oxide coating on LFP resulting in forming composite with LFP in Chapter 7 

expecting high conductivity and cost effectiveness. 

3.1.2 Powder Processing 

Olivine LiFePO4 powder was manufactured by using wet ball milling called solid 

state mechanical method. Precursors such as Li2CO3 for Li source, FeC2O4 2H2O for Fe 

source and NH4H2PO4 for PO4 source were mixed in an anhydrous ethanol with a molar 

ratio of 0.5:1:1. Then, the well mixed precursors were ball milled with yttria-stabilized 

zirconia (YSZ) media for 1day. After wet ball milling, the form of slurry was obtained. It 

is dried in a drying oven at 70 oC for 16h. 
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3.1.3 Conventional Sintering  

The precursor powders synthesized using solid state method which is wet 

vibratory ball milling, were firstly calcined at 350 oC for 4 h in order to decompose 

oxalate, carbonate and ammonium followed by sintering at the range of 600~750 oC for 

10 h under a reduced atmosphere of 5 %-H2 in Ar. The ramp rate of heating and cooling 

was 2 oC/min .  

3.2 Sample Preparation for Characterization  

After sintering process of crystallized LFP powders with phase pure, they were 

processed for different characterizations such as XRD, SEM, TEM, XPS, Raman, 

particle size distribution measurement and specific surface area measurement. In this 

section, various sample preparation techniques for the different characterization 

analysis will be introduced. 

3.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on the bare LFP and C and metal/metal 

oxide coated LFP samples to study the crystalline phase and parameters related to 

crystal structure such as crystallite size, full width at half maximum (FWHM) and lattice 

parameters. X-ray diffraction was performed in the 2θ range of 10 ~ 70o using X-ray 

diffractometers (APD 3720, Philips and X’pert powder, PANalytical) on the sintered fine 

particles of LFP. 

3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Field emitting scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, 6335F JEOL) was used to 

characterize the microstructure and surface morphology. A conductive gold was coated 

on the particle sample in order to reduce surface charge resulting in better image. SEM 

analysis was done at the operating voltage of 15 kV and working distance of 15 mm. 
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Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) linked to SEM was analyzed to identify the elements of 

the samples based on the energy. 

3.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2010F TEM) was used to 

examine the nanoscale microstructure of the particles at 200 kV having an ultra thin Be 

window for EDX, attached with a Link Analyzer. After sonication for 1 h, the powder 

sample was mounted on the Cu TEM sample holder with a circle ring shape and then 

TEM analysis was performed. 

3.2.4 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy  

XPS (Perkin-Elmer PHI 5100 ESCA) will be used to obtain elemental 

compositional information from the surface of powder samples. This technique is 

capable of leading both general surface qualitative chemical state (compositional 

analysis) and quantitative analysis due to its high surface sensitivity. X-ray source is 

monochromatized Mg Kα with energy of 1253.6 eV with a binding energy range of 0 ~ 

1000 eV. The binding energy was tuned based on C 1s peak (284.5 eV) used as a 

reference.  

3.2.5 Raman Spectroscopy  

Raman spectroscopy will be used to study the status (Disordered/ Graphene) of 

C in the powder sample by analyzing the ID/IG intensity ratio. Inelastic scattering and 

Raman scattering of monochromatic light from a laser in the visible light range have an 

influence on it. Raman analysis in this work was performed with a laser wave length of 

532 nm. 
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3.2.6 Specific Surface Area and Density Measurements  

The surface area was characterized by using Quantachrome NOVA 1200, which 

enables to measure N2 gas sorption on particle surfaces. Prior to gas adsorption, the 

powder sample is degassed and dried in a vacuum. The specific surface area (SSA) 

measurements use multipoint Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method. Prior to 

measuring SSA, the density of the sample should be known. The Quantachrome 

Ultrapyc 1000 Gas Pycnometer enables to measure a density of powder sample. The 

apparent density of the material is calculated by the volume obtained from the following 

relation when different pressures were applied:  

P1 x V1 = P2 x V2          (3-1) 

3.2.7 Particle Size and Size Distribution Measurements  

The particle size and size distribution was measured using Coulter LS 13 320 

from 40 nm to 2,000 microns by laser light scattering (LS). The principle is that light 

intensity scattered from the particles which are passing through the detector can be 

variable according to the particle size, shape, scattering angle, wavelength, and the 

material whose light refractive index is variable. Prior to measuring particle size and size 

distribution, powder samples were sonicated in de-ionized (DI) water for 1 h in order to 

well disperse the powders in the solution for the precise particle size and size 

distribution. 

3.3 Electrochemical Measurements  

3.3.1 Cathode Preparation and Galvanostatic Measurement  

All cathodes used in this work were prepared by mixing 85 wt. % of the active 

material of LFP with 15 wt. % Acetylene Carbon Black (TIMCAL) and 5 wt. % poly-

vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) solution. The slurry was 
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poured and casted using a doctor blade on an Al foil, which is used as a current 

collector and substrate.  Then, the cast Al sheets are dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C 

for 12hr. The electrodes were punched into disc shape with 1.4 cm diameter and were 

put in an argon filled glove box (Brown, H2O level < 0.3 ppm) for the cell assembling. 

The active cathode material loaded on Al current collector is approximately 0.7 mgcm-2. 

All electrochemical charge and discharge tests were done using a 2016 (20 mm: 

diameter, 1.6 mm: thickness) coin type cell.  

Fig. 3-2 show the schematic of the electrochemical measurement employing 

2016 coin type cell used in this work. Disc shaped lithium metal was used as both 

reference and counter electrode and 1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate: dimethyl 

carbonate (EC:DMC, v/v=1:1) solution (Novolyte) was used as an electrolyte. 

Polypropylene (C480, Celgard Inc.) was used as a separator. Once coin cells were 

assembled in an Ar filled glovebox, for the stabilization after 3 ~ 9 hr the coin cells were 

tested galvanostatically on an Arbin battery tester in the voltage range of 2.5 ~ 4.0 V 

and at various C-rates such as C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C, 2C, 5C, 10C for the rate 

performance test. The 1C of charge and discharge rate was estimated by the weight of 

electrode with a theoretical capacity of LFP (170 mAhg-1). The cycle tests were 

performed by 50th charge and discharge cycles at 0.1C or 0.2C rate. 

3.3.2 Experimental Setup for Alternative Current Impedance  

After cell was assembled in Ar filled glove box, it was tested galvanostatically for 

3 cycles at a discharge terminated voltage of 2.5 V, which indicates that Li+ ions are 

inserted into cathode material resulting in formation of LiFePO4. Then, alternative 

current impedance (ACI) was measured with a voltage amplitude of 5 mV and 

frequency range of 100 mHz ~ 100 KHz. The charge transfer resistance of the cell was 
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determined based on the equivalent circuit. The schematic of ACI measurement using 

an electrochemical workstation (CHI660) is shown in Fig. 3-3.  

3.3.3 Electrical Conductivity Measurement  

In order to measure the conductivity, 0.1 g samples of the precursor powders 

were pressed into disk shaped pellets at a pressure of 8000 psi for 10 min with a 10 mm 

diameter punch and die. The ethanol was used as a lubricant, thus for an evaporation of 

ethanol after pressing, the pellets are dried in the oven until no residual ethanol is left 

followed by sintering at 650 oC for 10h under reduced atmosphere. The ramp rate for 

heating and cooling is 2 oC/min. Prior to conductivity measurements, both faces of disc 

shaped pellets were sputtered by gold. Conductivity measurements were performed 

with two-point and four-point d.c. methods using a Keithley Model 2001 Digital 

Multimeter was used.  
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A 

 

B 

Figure 3-1. Materials comparison.86 A) Conductivity comparison as a reference of Cu. B)  
Comparison of materials in price per pound.  
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Figure 3-2. Schematic of electrochemical measurement using 2016 coin type cell 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3-3. Schematic of Alternative Current Impedance (ACI) measurement 
experimental setup 
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CHAPTER 4 
OPTIMIZATION OF BARE ACTIVE MATERIAL AS A CATHODE  

The mechanism of solid state mechanical milling or alloying (MA) using solid-

liquid reaction is to synthesize product by mechanical forces. The MA process can be 

divided into five stages: i) starting period, ii) welding period, iii) equiaxed particle 

formation period, iv) random welding period and v) steady-state processing. To achieve 

a homogeneous particle size distribution as well as an appropriate hardness is 

dependent on the onset of steady state processing.87 By using wet vibratory ball milling, 

three dimensional milling is beneficial to minimize the segregation of particles. The 

newly formed out-product was obtained from the repeated processes of peeling and 

breaking resulting in fine particle formation during the collision process among the balls 

in all directions. There is a fast solid-liquid reaction on the peeled-off region on the 

surface resulting in formation of new layer. Once the solid material participated in the 

solid-liquid reaction is completely exhausted, the formation process of output product is 

ended up. Furthermore, through the solid–liquid reaction milling, it is possible to make 

nanometer-sized particles.  

In this Chapter, in order to study the electrochemical properties of LFP cathode, 

bare LFP powders were prepared by vibratory wet ball milling of Li2CO3, FeC2O4 2H2O 

and NH4H2PO4 followed by heat treatment at different temperatures ranging from 600 to 

750 oC. It has been suggested that LiFePO4 (LFP) with a poor crystalline is obtained if 

the calcination temperature is too low, while if it is too high, it might result in larger 

particle sizes. Thus, optimizing the calcination temperature for picking up the best 

electrochemical performance delivering LFP is the key point. The preparation conditions 
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are variable dependent on the calcination temperature to investigate the temperature 

effect on LFP.  

4.1 Experimental 

4.1.1 Synthesis of Active Material 

Solid state reaction method was used to synthesize LFP particles by wet 

vibratory ball milling stoichiometric amounts of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3, >98%, Alfa 

Aesar), iron(II) oxalate (FeC2O4·2H2O, >99%, Alfa Aesar), ammonium di-

hydrogenophosphate (NH4H2PO4, >98%, ACROS) in 200 ml anhydrous ethanol 

followed by a two step heat treatment process. The precursors were milled for 24 h 

thereafter the mixture was rinsed with ethanol 3 times using centrifuge and filtered. Fig. 

4-1 shows the schematic of the synthesis process. The precursor mixture after rinsing 

was dried at 50 °C for 16 h in a drying oven. The dried powders were subjected to a two 

step heat treatment process. It was first heated to 350 oC for 4 h to decompose the 

carbonate, oxalate, and ammonium mixture of the starting materials followed by heat 

treatment at the range of 600~750 oC for 10 h to crystallize LFP. All heat treatments 

were done under reduced atmosphere formed by continuously flowing 5% H2 in Ar to 

prevent the oxidation of Fe from Fe2+ to Fe3+. The ramp rate for heating/cooling was 2 

K·min-1 at each step. Prior to heating, the furnace was purged with 5% H2 in Ar gas for 

20 min. After heat treatment the particles were manually grinded for characterization 

and electrochemical measurements. Samples prepared by solid state reaction and 

subsequent calcination process according to the sintering temperature are denoted as 

LFP600, LFP650, LFP700 and LFP750. 
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4.1.2 Material Characterization 

Phase analysis and crystallinity of the heat treated particle was measured using 

powder X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Philips APD 3720). XRD was done using Cu Kα 

radiation source (λ= 1.5406 Å) with a step size of 0.02o, a scan rate of 0.05 deg/sec and 

a 2θ range of 10-70o. Lattice parameters were determined by Rietveld refinement using 

Fullprof program. Crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s equation with 

average full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (111), (211), (301), (311), (121) peaks. 

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL FEG-SEM 6335) was 

used to observe the morphology of the particles. Particle size distribution (PSD) was 

measured using Coulter Light Scattering (LS13320) which can measure particle size 

>0.04 μm. The particles were sonicated for 1 h before SEM and particle size 

measurements. Density was measured three times using Pycnometry (Quantachrome 

Ultrapyc 1000 Gas Pycnometer). The specific surface area was measured using 

Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET, Nova 1200) method. 

4.1.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

The electrodes were prepared by coating slurries of active material (80 wt.%), 

Acetylene Carbon Black (15 wt.%) and polyvinylidine fluoride (PVdF, 5 wt.%) dissolved 

in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) using doctor blade on aluminum foil as a current 

collector. Prior to coating, the slurry was stirred in a 20 ml vial for 24 h using magnetic 

bar and stirrer. After coating, the electrodes were dried for 4 h at 120 ◦C in low pressure 

(200 mTorr) atmosphere and pressed. The electrode material (1 mg) was loaded on the 

disc shaped (14 mm in diameter, 7 μm-thick) current collector. Coin-type test cells 

(2016) were assembled in an argon-filled glove-box in which H2O level was 

automatically maintained below 0.1 ppm. Celgard 400 (Celgard Inc.) was used as a 
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separator, 1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/ dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1:1 v/v) as 

an electrolyte, and Li foil as a reference and counter electrode. Discharge (Li insertion)/ 

charge (Li extraction) to/from LFP cathode were carried out galvanostatistically using 

battery cycler (Arbin Instrument) within a voltage window of 2.5–4.0V (vs. Li/Li+) at C/10 

(C/10 = 17 mA/g) rate.  

4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Crystal Structure and Particle Morphology 

XRD patterns of samples prepared by vibratory wet ball milling process are 

shown in Fig. 4-2. All LFP samples prepared under different calcining temperature of 

600, 650, 700 and 750 oC show ordered orthorhombic olivine (S.G. (62), Pnma) crystal 

structure (JCPDS card No. 81-1173). The calcination temperature significantly 

influences on the crystallization of LFP from the gradually increased intensity of 

diffraction peaks along with the increase of temperature. For all of the particles, there 

are no peaks corresponding to impurity phases such as Fe2P or Fe2O3 formed by Fe3+.  

In order to further study on the crystal structure, Rietveld refinement using 

Fullprof program was performed as shown in Fig 4-3. The refinements for all samples 

are well fitted with the original XRD patterns. According to the Rietveld refinement, 

lattice constants for all samples are tabulated in Table 4-1. The detailed refinement data 

including structure factor, Bragg position and etc. for all samples are well arranged in 

Appendix. LFP samples in the calcined temperature range of 600 ~ 700 oC look very 

close to each other. But in the case of LFP calcined at 750 oC, the lattice constants are 

a bit higher than other samples resulting in relative high volume. The crystallite size (D) 

was calculated using Scherrer’s equation D=Kλ/βcosθ, where D is the crystallite size, K 

is the shape factor (0.89), and λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the FWHM, and θ is the 
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Bragg angle. The calculated mean crystallite sizes for all samples are also tabulated in 

Table 4-1. Among all of the samples, LFP calcined at 600 oC shows the smallest 

crystallite size, which is related to short diffusion paths for Li+ ions.  

Fig. 4-4 shows the SEM images (X20000) of LFP calcined at 600~750 oC. The 

LFP particles show significant agglomeration during the calcination process. The results 

clearly show that larger average particle sizes are obtained with the increase of 

calcination temperature, which is consistent with the XRD analysis. The benefit for the 

small particle size is an easy penetration of the electrolyte through an active material 

resulting in a short pathway for Li+ diffusion.63 There is a clear difference in terms of 

particle size between LFP700 and LFP750. The agglomeration and large size particles 

can be an impediment for Li+ ion diffusion in the cathode material resulting in poor 

electrochemical performance.88 

Table 4-1. Comparisons of lattice parameters and crystallite size of all samples 

Samples a (Å) b (Å ) c (Å ) Vol. (Å3) D (nm) 

LFP600  10.309(5) 5.996(3) 4.682(0) 289.4 33.5 ± 0.9 

LFP650  10.308(5) 5.996(6) 4.682(2) 289.4 35.6 ± 0.9 

LFP700 10.309(7) 5.995(9) 4.682(1) 289.4 39.3 ± 1.4 

LFP750 10.298(3) 5.998(3) 4.677(0) 288.4 41.6 ± 0.9 

To get the exact particle size for all samples, particle size distribution using 

LS13323 Coulter was done in terms of particle size versus differential volume (%) and 

differential number (%). As confirmed with SEM analysis, the mean particle sizes (MPS) 

in the range of 80~150 nm for all samples (Fig. 4-5 (b)) were shown to increase with the 

increase of calcination temperature. The sample LFP750 shows wide particle size 

distribution and much amount of large sized particles (>10 μm) as shown in Fig. 4-5 (a). 

Particle size data for all samples is listed in Table 4-2. 
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Fig. 4-6 shows the relationship between mean particle size (MPS) and specific 

surface area (SSA) can be well understood. SSA for LFP600, LFP650, LFP700 and 

LFP750 is 13.8 ± 0.4, 13.1 ± 0.2, 11.6 ± 0.3 and 3.8 ± 0.3 m2g-1 respectively. With the 

increase of calcination temperature of LFP particles, the MPS increased and SSA 

decreased, especially sharp drop was shown in LFP750 due to the rapid growth of large 

particle size. This result indicates that larger particle size has smaller surface area 

which can lead to block the penetration of electrolyte and acted as an impediment for Li+ 

ion diffusion in the active material. 

Table 4-2. Particle size data for volume of all samples 

Samples MPS (Mean Particle Size, μm) D10 (μm) D90 (μm) 

LFP600  1.73 ± 3.03 0.29 6.54 

LFP650  1.92 ± 3.27 0.32 7.87 

LFP700 3.21 ± 3.61 0.54 18.79 

LFP750 5.03 ± 3.54 0.72 19.54 

4.3.2 Electrochemical Characteristics 

The initial discharge profiles of all LFP electrode samples synthesized at different 

temperatures for 10 h with in a voltage window of 2.5~4.0 V at C/10 rate and rate 

capabilities at various C-rates (0.05-1C) are shown in Fig. 4-7. All cathode samples 

synthesized at different temperatures show a plateau with continuous slope rather than 

flat plateau between 3.3 and 3.0 V. Up to 700 oC, LFP cathodes show similar voltage 

profile but LFP750 shows poor discharge profile. It is attributed to the large particle size 

distribution which was confirmed in SEM and particle size distribution analysis. LFP600 

delivers a discharge capacity of 124.6 mAhg−1. Among all the LFP samples, LFP650 

exhibits the highest discharge capacity of 132.8 mAhg−1, which is about 80% of the 

theoretical capacity of LFP. The samples prepared at 700 °C and 750 oC show 

discharge capacity of only 127.5 mAh g−1 and 99.8 mAhg−1 respectively. It is likely that 
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Li+ ion extraction and insertion from/to LFP cathode are significantly influenced by the 

growth of particles. LFP750 cathode sample showed the lowest discharge capacity 

among all samples and poor rate performances. This can be attributed to the small 

space for Li+ ion motion in LFP structure as confirmed from structural analysis. With the 

increase of C-rate, all electrodes show a rapid drop in capacity due to the electrode 

polarization which impedes Li+ ion intercalation through LFP electrodes during cycling. 

Among the LFP electrodes, LFP650 shows the best initial discharge and rate 

performance. 

With the increase of cycle numbers, all electrode samples show a continuous 

decrease in capacity in Fig. 4-8. The increased polarization of LFP cathode material 

during charge/discharge reaction also limits the cycle performance even though the C-

rate is low like C/10. 

Initially one Li+ ion per unit of LiFePO4 can be extracted from LFP cathode and 

inserted into the anode during the charge process, accompanying charge compensation 

by the oxidation reaction from Fe2+ to Fe3+ in the LFP cathode as shown in Fig. 4-9(a). 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) test was performed to identify the characteristics of the 

redox(reduction and oxidation) reactions of LFP650 electrode in Li ion cell (Fig. 4-9(b)). 

There is only a pair of anodic and cathodic peaks ascribed to the Fe2+/Fe3+ redox 

reaction accompanying Li+ ion extraction and insertion from/to the LFP cathode.89 The 

anodic peak at 3.58V indicates the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+, while the cathodic peak at 

3.29V represents the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+. This redox reaction means typical two 

phase reaction between FePO4 and LiFePO4 like following eq. (4-1): 

LiFePO4 ↔ FePO4 + Li+ + e-        (4-1) 
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(Forward: charge reaction, Backward: discharge reaction) 

4.3 Summary 

LFP powders were successfully synthesized via solid state milling of Li2CO3, 

FeC2O4 2H2O and NH4H2PO4 followed by calcination process in the range of 600~750 

oC. No impurity was detected and all samples prepared at different calcination 

temperatures indicated LFP with orthorhombic olivine structure. With the increase of 

calcination temperature, large sized particles were formed, which can be acted as an 

impediment for Li+ ion diffusion resulting in poor electrochemical performance. The 

space for Li+ ion motion in LFP structure is also influencing factor on electrochemical 

performance. Moreover, the electrode polarization led a high resistance for Li+ ion 

diffusion between electrode and electrolyte. Therefore, to success in suppressing a 

formation of an electrode polarization can lead better electrochemical performance. In 

this research, LFP calcined at 650 oC exhibited the best electrochemical performance 

among other samples. However, bare LFP still has its own weakness in terms of 

intrinsically low conductivity. In this work, reducing particle size and surface morphology 

control by coating with conductive agents like carbon, metal and metal oxide for an 

enhanced electrochemical performance would be introduced from the next Chapter. 
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Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of LFP synthesis process 
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Figure 4-2. XRD patterns of LFP calcined at from 600~750 oC after vibratory ball milling 
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Figure 4-3. Rietveld refinements using Fullprof program of LFP. A) 600 oC. B) 650 oC. C) 
700 oC. D)750 oC. 
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Figure 4-4. Typical FE-SEM images of LFP. A) 600 oC. B) 650 oC. C) 700 oC. D) 750 oC. 
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Figure 4-5. Particle size distribution (PSD). A) Number percent. B) Volume percent. 
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of mean particle size distribution (MPSD) of volume percent 

and specific surface area (SSA) according to the calcination temperature 
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Figure 4-7. Electrochemical properties. A) Initial discharge capacity comparison at C/10.  
B) Rate performance comparison of LFP calcined at 600-750 oC.  
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Figure 4-8. Cycle performance comparison between LFP w/o and w/ surfactant at C/10 
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Figure 4-9. Structure transformation during charge and discharge. A) Olivine structure of 
LiFePO4 and heterosite structure of FePO4.

84 B) Cyclic voltammogram of 
LFP650 electrode between 2.0 and 4.5V at the scan rate of 0.05 mVs-1. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE OF SURFACTANT PROCESSED LFP AS A 

CATHODE MATERIAL 

This Chapter is part of the paper: “Electrochemical performance of surfactant 

processed LiFePO4 as a cathode material for lithium ion rechargeable batteries” by 

Jungbae Lee, Purushottam Kumar, Gwangwon Lee, Brij M. Moudgil, Rajiv K. Singh.; 

Ionics, 2012 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11581-012-0830-9). Reproduced by permission 

of Springer.  

Particle size, size distribution and morphology have been shown to greatly 

influence on the capacity of LFP cathode.90 Typically smaller particle size improves the 

electrical conductivity and also helps in Lithium ion diffusion.91 Different techniques have 

been used to control the size and morphology of LFP particles either during synthesis or 

post synthesis using an additional processing step e.g. ball milling. Milling is one of the 

most common techniques to reduce the size of particles prepared by different synthesis 

routes. Micro-size particle has been reduced to <100 nm using ball milling by controlling 

the milling time. Solid state reaction, which is widely used for LFP synthesis, uses ball 

milling to reduce the particle size. However, it is well known that the size distribution of 

particles obtained after ball milling can be very wide.92 

In this work, we have studied the effect of addition of surfactant during ball milling 

of LFP precursor on LFP particle size, morphology, and the resultant effect on 

electrochemical performance. In LFP synthesis, surfactants have been used by Porcher 

et al. to effectively disperse carbon black on LFP particles to increase conductivity.93 

Choi et al. used lauric acid to create porous LFP particle for improved high rate cyclic 

performance.94 Ferrari et al. used Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), a kind of surfactant, as a 

carbon source and also to control the growth, distribution and orientation of LFP 
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particles during hydrothermal synthesis.95 Yang et al. used PVP to obtain dumbbell-like 

LFP particle morphology.96 Though surfactants are known to improve milling efficiency 

in ceramic processing, it has not been used with LFP precursor material to improve the 

particle size distribution and morphology. In this study, we observed the addition of 

surfactant reduced the size of LFP particles after ball milling and also led to substantial 

increase in the surface area, which greatly improved cyclic performance of LFP 

electrode. Two different LFP samples were prepared by ball milling precursor materials 

in presence and absence of surfactant followed by calcination process. Surfactant used 

in this study is Avanel S-150 which is an amphiphillic molecule with a negatively 

charged head and long carbon chain.  

5.1 Experimental 

5.1.1 Synthesis of Surfactant Processed Active Material 

Solid state reaction method was used to synthesize LFP particles by wet 

vibratory ball milling stoichiometric amounts of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3, >98%, Alfa 

Aesar), iron(II) oxalate (FeC2O4·2H2O, >99%, Alfa Aesar), ammonium di-

hydrogenophosphate (NH4H2PO4, >98%, ACROS) and 0.1 vol.% of surfactant in 200 ml 

anhydrous ethanol followed by a two step heat treatment process. Avanel S-150, which 

is an anionic surfactant was used to modify the milling process. Fig. 5-1 shows the 

chemical structure of Avanel S-150. Surfactant was added to precursors during ball 

milling. The precursors were milled for 24 h thereafter the mixture was rinsed with 

ethanol 3 times using centrifuge and filtered to wash out the surfactant from the mixture. 

Fig. 5-2 shows the schematic of the synthesis process. The precursor mixture after 

rinsing was dried at 50 °C for 16 h in a drying oven. The dried powders were subjected 

to a two step heat treatment process. It was first heated to 350 oC for 4 h to decompose 
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the carbonate, oxalate, and ammonium mixture of the starting materials followed by 

heat treatment at 650 oC for 10 h to crystallize LFP. All heat treatments were done 

under reduced atmosphere formed by continuously flowing 5% H2 in Ar to prevent the 

oxidation of Fe  from Fe2+ to Fe3+. The ramp rate for heating/cooling was 2 K·min-1 at 

each step. Prior to heating, the furnace was purged with 5% H2 in Ar gas for 20 min. 

After heat treatment the particles were manually grinded for characterization and 

electrochemical measurements. 

5.1.2 Material Characterization  

Phase analysis and crystallinity of the heat treated particle was measured using 

powder X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Philips APD 3720). XRD was done using Cu Kα 

radiation source (λ= 1.5406 Å) with a step size of 0.02o, a scan rate of 0.05 deg/sec and 

a 2θ range of 10-70o. Lattice parameters were determined by Rietveld refinement using 

Fullprof program. Crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s equation with 

average full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (111), (211), (301), (311), (121) peaks. 

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL FEG-SEM 6335) was 

used to observe the morphology of the particles. Particle size distribution (PSD) was 

measured using Coulter Light Scattering (LS13320) which can measure particle size 

>0.04 μm. The particles were sonicated for 1 h before SEM and particle size 

measurements. Density was measured 3 times using Pycnometry (Quantachrome 

Ultrapyc 1000 Gas Pycnometer). The specific surface area of the particles was 

measured 3 times using Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET, Nova 1200) method. From the 

thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), the carbon amount in surfactant processed LFP 

sample was approximately 0.4 wt. % as compared with a standard of bare LFP.   
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5.1.3 Electrochemical Characterization  

The electrodes were prepared by well mixed coating slurries using a magnetic 

bar. Coating slurry consists of active material (80 wt%), Acetylene Carbon Black (15 

wt%) and polyvinylidine fluoride (PVdF, 5 wt%) dissolved in N-methyl pyrrolidinone 

(NMP) using doctor blade on aluminum foil as a current collector. After coating, the 

electrodes were dried for 4 h at 120 ◦C in low pressure (200 mTorr) atmosphere and 

pressed. The electrode material (1 mg) was loaded on the disc shape (14 mm in 

diameter, 7 μm-thick). Coin-type test cells (2016) were assembled in an argon-filled 

glove-box in which H2O level was automatically maintained below 0.1 ppm. Celgard 400 

was used as a separator, 1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/ dimethyl carbonate 

(DMC) (1:1 v/v) as an electrolyte, and Li foil as a counter electrode. Discharge (Li 

insertion)/ charge (Li extraction) to/from LFP cathode were carried out 

galvanostatistically using battery tester (Arbin Instrument) within a voltage window of 

2.5–4.0V (vs. Li/Li+) at C/10 (1C = 170 mA/g) rate. The electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) was performed to compare the conductivity at the amplitude of 5 mV 

and at the frequency from 100 KHz to 0.01 Hz. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Phase Analysis of Prepared Particles  

XRD pattern of powder after wet vibratory ball milling along with that of different 

constituents namely Li2CO3, FeC2O4 and NH4H2PO4 is shown in Fig. 5-3. Prior to ball 

milling, the individual constituents show highly crystalline peaks. XRD pattern of powder 

after ball milling shows significant increase in FWHM for FeC2O4 and NH4H2PO4, 

whereas surprisingly there is no peak visible for Li2CO3. Li2CO3 appears to have 

completely amorphised after ball milling. Despite significant amorphisation, the powders 
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of FeC2O4 and NH4H2PO4 still have structures of individual component. Amorphisation 

plays an important role in solid state reaction by increasing the diffusion and reaction 

kinetics of various ions. It is reported that NH4H2PO4 starts decomposition above 145 oC, 

whereas FeC2O4 decomposes to FeO between 320 to 450 oC.97 Though Li2CO3 

decomposes at high temperature (>800 oC), the amorphisation of Li2CO3, during ball 

milling, could aid in the solid state reaction.98 Therefore, a two step heat treatment leads 

to decomposition and reaction of precursors at 350 oC followed by a high annealing 

temperature at 650 oC for improving the crystallinity. 

XRD patterns of different LFP powder samples after vibratory ball milling and 

subsequent heat treatment is shown in Fig. 5-4. The particles were prepared by milling 

the precursors Li2CO3, FeC2O4 and NH4H2PO4 with and without surfactant in anhydrous 

ethanol, followed by drying and heat treatment. High temperature annealing led to 

formation of LiFePO4 particles with ordered orthorhombic olivine crystal structure (S.G. 

(62), Pnma JCPDS# 81-1173). Though formation of Fe2P phase has been reported at 

annealing temperature above 600 oC by Xu et al.,99 in our work XRD does not show 

formation of any other contaminant phase. Prior to selecting 650 oC annealing 

temperature, the milled LFP particles were annealed at different temperatures till 750 oC. 

No Fe2P phase was observed till 750 oC annealing under the reduced atmosphere. 

Annealing temperature of 650 oC was selected to remove the possibility of Fe2P phase 

formation. The crystal lattice constants and crystallite sizes by Rietveld refinement using 

Fullprof program as shown in Fig. 5-5 are tabulated in Table 5-1. The matching of the 

lattice constants indicates absence of any effect of surfactant on the crystal structure, 

which was expected since the surfactants were washed away after ball milling. The 
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crystallite size (D) was calculated using Scherrer’s equation D=Kλ/βcosθ, where D is 

the crystallite size, K is the shape factor (0.89), λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the 

FWHM, and θ is the Bragg angle. The mean crystallite size of LFP when precursor was 

milled with surfactant is smaller than that of LFP milled in the absence of surfactant. 

Table 5-1. Comparisons of lattice parameters and crystallite size 

Samples a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) Volume (Å3) D (nm) 

LFP w/o surfactant 10.308(5) 5.996(6) 4.682(2) 289.4 35.62 ± 0.91 

LFP w/   surfactant 10.311(6) 5.996(2) 4.682(4) 289.5 31.71 ± 0.95 

5.2.2 Particle Size Distribution and Specific Surface Area  

Ball milling is commonly used in solid state reaction synthesis and other methods 

e.g. hydrothermal etc. to homogenize the precursor and also reduce the size of LFP 

particles. Typically a wide multimodal distribution of particle size with irregular 

morphology is obtained after ball milling.93  

Fig. 5-6 shows the SEM images of LFP particles obtained after heat treatment 

when precursor was milled (a) in the absence of surfactants (b) with 0.1 vol.% anionic 

Avanel S-150 surfactant. The SEM image clearly shows the presence of large (>1 μm) 

size, irregular shaped particles when milling was done in the absence of surfactant. 

Similar morphology has been reported for ball-milled particles in the literature.100  

However, the spherical particle morphology with no irregular oversize particle was 

observed when surfactant was used in the milling mixture. Fig. 5-7 shows the differential 

and cumulative volume weighted particle size distribution of ball-milled particles with 

and without surfactants. The multimodal distribution seen in the figure is not uncommon 

in ball milling of particles. It should be noted that since the particles were formed by 

annealing at high temperature, there would be severe agglomeration of particles. These 

agglomerates formed by fusion of sub-micron particles, as clearly seen in the SEM 
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image, cannot be broken by sonication. Despite severe agglomeration, two effects of 

surfactant can be seen in the Fig. 5-7: (i) total removal of oversize particle (>2 um in 

size) and (ii) increase in the volume fraction of smaller size particles. The oversize 

particles, which was close to 8 vol.% in LFP is completely converted to smaller size 

particles when milling was carried out in presence of surfactants (Fig. 5-7 (b)). Fig. 5-7 

(a) shows the differential number fraction of ball milled particles. The number fraction is 

unimodal and shifted to smaller particle size, which is typical of number weighted 

distribution curves. Despite relatively smaller in number, large size particles of the 

distribution contribute a much larger volume fraction. The number distribution shows a 

slightly smaller median size when surfactant was used. The agglomeration of particles 

due to partial fusion during heat treatment makes the particle size distribution 

measurement misleading. The effect of surfactant on the particle size and morphology 

can be gauged more accurately by measuring the specific surface area of the particles. 

The specific surface areas and density of the two different powder samples are listed in 

Table 5-2.  

Table 5-2. Specific surface area (SSA) and density of samples 

Samples Density (g·cm-3) SSA (m
2
·g-1) 

LFP w/o surfactant 3.42 ± 0.01 13.03 ± 0.24 

LFP w/   surfactant 3.12 ± 0.02 23.98 ± 0.27 

The LFP sample milled with surfactant shows higher specific surface area of 

23.98 ± 0.27 m2g-1 with a low density of 3.12 ± 0.02 gcm-3 compared to 13.03 ± 0.24 

m2g-1 and 3.42 ± 0.01 gcm-3 for LFP powder processed in the absence of any surfactant. 

The specific surface area and density measurement were repeated multiple times. 

Particles prepared by milling precursors with surfactant shows 1.8 times higher surface 

area. The increase in surface area clearly shows the enhancement in milling efficiency. 
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LFP processed with surfactant is expected to show a better electrochemical 

performance than LFP processed without surfactant in terms of electrochemically 

reacting surface area and diffusion length for Li+ ion.    

Addition of surfactant to increase the milling efficiency in a wet milling process 

has been well known in metallurgical and mineral processing. This phenomenon is 

known as Rehbinder effect.101 Though the mechanism is not yet clearly understood, 

several factors are believed to result in enhanced milling efficiency e.g. lowering of 

interfacial energies of freshly cleaved surfaces, repulsive/attractive capillary forces 

induced by adsorption of surfactants, lowering of interparticle friction and dewetting of 

adsorbed surfactants at edges to generate spherical particles of homogeneous size 

distribution.102 

5.2.3 Electrochemical Characteristics  

In order to study the electrochemical properties of LFP cathode materials 

prepared by vibratory ball milling with and without surfactant, coin cells were fabricated 

and subjected to charge/discharge test at C/10 rate as shown in Fig. 5-8. The figure 

shows the charge/discharge curves for the 1st and 50th cycles. The discharge capacity 

of both electrodes was similar for the 1st cycle. However, after 50th cycle the capacity for 

electrode prepared by LFP processed without surfactant decreased by almost 22%. The 

charge/discharge plateaus of both electrodes are flat on the 1st cycle, but at 50th cycle 

there is a continuous slope in the discharge curve of electrode prepared by LFP 

processed without surfactant. The flat charge/discharge plateaus were 3.49/3.36 V for 

electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP and 3.54/3.27 V for electrode prepared 

by LFP processed without surfactant. Another stark difference in the charge/discharge 

curves, is the voltage difference between charge/discharge plateaus. The voltage 
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difference is much smaller for the electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP. The 

voltage difference increases with cycling, but proportionally the increase is much higher 

for the electrode prepared by LFP processed without surfactant. The typical voltage 

difference between charge/discharge plateau of 1st and 50th cycle for electrode prepared 

by surfactant processed LFP was 0.13 V and 0.33 V respectively, whereas it was 0.27 V 

and 0.59 V for electrode prepared by LFP processed without surfactant. With better size 

uniformity, the kinetics of the LFP electrode has improved resulting in a lower degree of 

polarization and better electrochemical reversibility.  

The capacity of both electrodes for 50 charge/discharge cycles at C/10 rate is 

shown in Fig. 5-9. Electrodes prepared by LFP processed without surfactant showed a 

maximum discharge capacity of 134.6 mAhg-1 whereas electrodes prepared by 

surfactant processed LFP showed 132.6 mAhg-1 within the first 5 cycle. It typically takes 

few cycles for the cells to stabilize because of incomplete wetting of electrodes with 

electrolyte. With the increase in number of cycles, the charge/discharge capacities of 

electrodes prepared by LFP processed without surfactant decreased gradually, while 

those of electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP remained relatively stable. 

After 50 cycle, the discharge capacity for electrode prepared by LFP processed without 

surfactant reduced from 134.2 mAhg-1 to 104.6 mAhg-1 (78% discharge capacity), 

whereas electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP from 131.7 mAhg-1 to 127.3 

mAhg-1 (97% discharge capacity). The lower voltage difference, relatively flat plateau, 

and improved cyclic behavior for electrodes prepared by surfactant processed LFP 

indicate a lower degree of polarization. Flat plateaus and low voltage difference have 

been typically observed for carbon coated or metal oxide coated LFP particles.103,104 
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Typically in these studies carbon or metal oxide contents varied from 1-10 wt. %. The 

added amount of surfactant during ball milling in our study was only 0.1 vol. %, 

moreover the surfactants was washed away after rinsing. Trace amount of carbon 

impurity has been shown not to effect on the electrochemical properties. 

Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) measurements were performed to 

determine the charge-transfer resistance for the electrodes. Fig. 5-10 shows EIS data of 

different LFP electrodes. The nyquist plot for a coin cell typically comprises of semicircle 

at middle-high frequency region and linear at low frequency region. EIS can be 

understood well based on the equivalent circuit (inset in Fig. 5-10) with ohmic resistance 

(Rs), constant phase element (CPE) which represents a capacitance of double layer 

(Cd), charge-transfer resistance (Rct), and Warburg impedance (Zw). Ohmic resistance 

was very similar for both materials because same electrolyte was used. Charge-transfer 

resistance of electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP (229.6 Ω) was smaller 

than that of electrode prepared by LFP processed without surfactant (259.2 Ω) (Table 5-

3). This charge-transfer resistance originates from the electrochemical interfacial 

reaction between the electrode and electrolyte. The degree of reversibility of electrode 

can be parameterized by calculation of exchange current density (io) using the following:  

io = RT/nFRct          (5-1) 

where R is the gas constant (8.314 Jmol-1K-1), T is the temperature (298.5 K), F 

is the Faraday’s constant (96500 Cmol-1) and n is the number of electrons transferred 

per molecule during intercalation of Li+ ion (1 for LiFePO4). The exchange current 

density of electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP is higher than that of 

electrode prepared by LFP processed without surfactant, indicating more reversible 
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electrochemical reaction. The small sized particles with less agglomerates showed easy 

throughput of the electrolyte and made Li+ ion diffusion path smaller in the cathode 

material.105 The well dispersed and narrow particle size distribution of surfactant 

processed LFP compared to LFP processed without surfactant also makes better 

contact with electrolyte resulting in lower charge-transfer resistance. Li+ ions can insert 

and extract to/from electrode prepared by surfactant processed LFP with less difficulty 

compared to electrode prepared by LFP processed without surfactant.  

Table 5-3. EIS parameters of the samples 

Samples Rs (Ω) Rct (Ω) io (mA·cm
-2

) 

LFP w/o surfactant 7.7 259.2 6.45 x 10-2 

LFP w/   surfactant 7.8 229.6 7.39 x 10-2 

The addition of surfactant during vibratory ball milling of precursor materials led 

to formation of uniform sized smaller LFP particles. It also lead to removal of over size 

(>2um) particles. Much smaller particle size and relatively narrow size distribution was 

observed by SEM and particle size measurement. Enhanced morphological control 

significantly improved the cyclic performance of the LFP electrode by lowering the 

degree of polarization during cycling and enhancing the Li+ ion diffusion. 

5.3 Summary 

In this study, LFP samples with and without surfactants were successfully 

prepared by vibratory milling followed by thermal heat treatment. The addition of 

surfactant during ball milling of LFP precursor led to uniform sized smaller particles with 

less agglomerates and higher specific surface area. The surface area increased by 

approximately 2 fold upon milling in the presence of surfactant. EIS measurement 

showed low charge transfer resistance in electrodes formed from these particles, which 

led to significantly enhanced cyclic performances. Both less agglomeration between 
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LFP particles and small sized particles led to an easy throughput of electrolyte resulting 

in low resistance between electrode and electrolyte. After 50 cycles, the discharge 

capacity remained 97% compared to 78% for conventionally prepared LFP electrode.  
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Figure 5-1. Structural Formula of Avanel S-150 anionic surfactant 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5-2. Schematic diagram of surfactant processed LFP synthesis 
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Figure 5-3. XRD patterns of LFP precursor after vibratory ball milling and before heat 

treatment 
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Figure 5-4. XRD pattern comparison of LFP w/ and w/o surfactant prepared by solid 

state method 
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Figure 5-5. Rietveld refinement using Fullprof program of LFP. A) LFP w/o surfactant. B) 
LFP w/ surfactant.  
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Figure 5-6. Typical FE-SEM images. A) LFP w/o surfactant. B) LFP w/ surfactant. 
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Figure 5-7. Particle size distribution. A) Number percent. B) Volume percent. 
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Figure 5-8. Initial and 50th charge/discharge capacity comparison between LFP w/ and 

w/o surfactant at C/10 
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Figure 5-9. Cycle performance comparison between LFP w/o and w/ surfactant at C/10 
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Figure 5-10. EIS spectra of the LFP prepared by vibratory ball milling w/o and w/ 

surfactant in the frequency range between 100 kHz and 10 mHz 
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CHAPTER 6 
ELECTROCHEMICAL ENHANCEMENT OF LFP AS A CATHODE MATERIAL BY 

INCORPORATING CU NANO FLAKES 

This Chapter is part of the paper: “Electrochemical enhancement of LiFePO4 as a 

cathode material by incorporating Cu flakes for Lithium ion rechargeable battery" by 

Jungbae Lee, Purushottam Kumar, Brij M. Moudgil, Rajiv K. Singh.; Solid State Ionics, 

2012 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ssi.2012.10.015). Reproduced by permission of 

Elsevier. 

In order to get a pure phase LFP, various synthesis routes have been used e.g. 

hydrothermal, solid-state, sol-gel, microwave heating method.106-109 There have also 

been numerous efforts for enhancing the capacity by improving the electrical 

conductivity using carbon coating, metal oxide coating, doping, and particle size 

reduction for short diffusion length.93,103,110-116 Capacity in the range of ~160 mAhg-1 has 

been regularly reported using these techniques. However, these techniques have faced 

limitations in terms of either capacity, rate performance, cyclic performance or 

scalability. 

In this work, Cu incorporated LFP composites were prepared by vibratory wet 

ball milling of LFP particles synthesized by solid state method, high surface area Cu 

flakes and Polyethylene glycol (PEG). Incorporation of metal directly into LFP has 

several advantages for enhancing overall electronic conductivity. However, its amount 

should be small in order to avoid the side reaction with electrolytes at high operating 

voltage. Cu flakes and carbon incorporated LFP particles showed high capacity, 

excellent rate and cyclic performance. Cui et al. have previously used chemically 

precipitated CuO to repair incomplete carbon network in LFP particles.117 The CuO/C 

co-coated LFP composites demonstrated modest enhancement in cyclic performance 
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and capacity. The existence of CuO was not detected by XRD pattern of LFP particle in 

their work. In this study, 1-5 wt. % high surface area Cu flakes along with PEG was 

directly dispersed in LFP particles using ball milling. LFP with Cu flakes and carbon not 

only improved the electrical conductivity by lowering interfacial resistance between the 

electrode and the electrolyte but also prevent the growth of crystallite size resulting in 

short lithium ion diffusion path. 

6.1 Experimental 

6.1.1 Synthesis of Cu Nano Flake Incorporated Active Material  

Fig. 6-1 shows the schematic of the synthesis method for metal and carbon 

composite with LFP particles. Two steps were employed in this work. The first step was 

for synthesis of bare LFP, whereas the LFP/Metal/Carbon composite was prepared 

through the second step. In the first step, solid state reaction using vibratory wet ball 

milling was performed with stoichiometric amounts of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3, >98%, 

Alfa Aesar), iron(II) oxalate (FeC2O4·2H2O, >99%, Alfa Aesar), ammonium di-

hydrogenophosphate (NH4H2PO4, >98%, ACROS) in anhydrous ethanol. The 

precursors were milled for 24 h thereafter the mixture was rinsed with ethanol 3 times 

using centrifuge and filtered to remove contaminants from the mixture. The precursor 

mixture after rinsing was dried at 50 °C for 16 h in a drying oven. The dried powders 

were subjected to a two step heat treatment process. It was first heated to 350 oC for 4 

h to decompose the carbonate, oxalate, and ammonium mixture of the starting materials 

followed by heat treatment at 650 oC for 10 h to crystallize LFP. All heat treatments 

were done under reduced atmosphere formed by continuously flowing 5% H2 in Ar to 

prevent the oxidation of Fe from Fe2+ to Fe3+. The ramp rate for heating/cooling was 2 

K·min-1 at each step. Prior to heating, the furnace was purged with 5% H2 in Ar gas for 
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20 min. At the second step, Cu nano flakes incorporated LFP composite was prepared 

by using vibratory milling with the mixture of 1 g of LFP, 10 wt. % of Polyethylene glycol 

(PEG, M.W. = 1450 gmol-1, ACROS) and Cu flakes (1, 3, 5 wt. %). The obtained mixture 

was washed and filtered again with ethanol followed by drying at 50 oC for 16 h. After 

heating at 600 oC for 2 h under flow of 5%-H2 in Ar gas, the Cu flakes and carbon 

incorporated LFP composite was obtained.  

6.1.2 Material Characterization  

LFP particles were characterized by powder X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Philips 

1730) using Cu Kα radiation source (λ= 1.5406 Å) for the crystal structure and the 

crystallite size. Average crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer’s equation 

with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (111), (211), (301), (311), (121) peaks. Field 

emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL FEG-SEM 6335) was used to 

characterize the morphology and dispersion of LFP particles. Density was measured 3 

times using Pycnometry (Quantachrome Ultrapyc 1000 Gas Pycnometer). The specific 

surface area was measured using Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET, Nova 1200) method. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Axis spectrometer) using 

monochromatic Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) radiation was used to analyze the chemical bonding 

energies of the samples. Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Aramis Micro-Raman) with a 

laser wavelength of 532 nm was done to determine the ID/IG band intensity ratio of 

carbon in the LFP particles. Thermal gravimetric analysis (Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA) 

was performed for the thermal analysis and carbon amount estimation. The analysis 

was done in nitrogen inert gas between room temperature and 1073 K at a heating 

ramp of 5 Kmin−1 with a 15 mg. 
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6.1.3 Electrochemical Characterization  

The electrodes were prepared by coating slurries of LFP active material (80 

wt. %), Acetylene Carbon Black (15 wt. %) and polyvinylidine fluoride (PVdF, 5 wt. %) 

dissolved in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) using a doctor blade on aluminum foil as a 

current collector. After coating, the electrodes were dried for 4 h at 120 ◦C in low 

pressure (200 mTorr) atmosphere and pressed. The electrode material (1-1.2 mg) was 

loaded on the disc shape (14 mm in diameter, 7 μm-thick). Coin-type test cells (2016) 

were assembled in an argon-filled glove-box in which H2O level was automatically 

maintained below 0.1 ppm. Celgard 400 (Celgard Inc.) was used as a separator, 1M 

LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)/ dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1:1 v/v) as an electrolyte, 

and Li foil as a counter electrode. Discharge (Li insertion)/ charge (Li extraction) to/from 

LFP cathode were carried out galvanostatistically using battery tester (Arbin Instrument) 

within a voltage window of 2.5–4.0V (vs. Li/Li+) at C/10 (C/10 = 17 mAg-1) rate. The d.c. 

electrical conductivity measurements using Precision Semiconductor Parameter 

Analyzer (Agilent, 4156C, USA) were made by a direct V-I method on disk-shaped 

sintered pellet samples. The densified pellet samples were prepared by uni-axial (180 

MPa) and isostatic pressing (200 MPa) followed by sintering and then gold electrodes 

were sputtered on both opposing faces of the masked discs of ~7 mm diameter and 

~1.6 mm thickness.  The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed 

to compare the conductivity at the amplitude of 5 mV and at the frequency from 100 

KHz to 100 mHz. The potentiostatic intermittent titration technique (PITT) was 

performed to measure the lithium ion chemical diffusion coefficient by applying potential 

step of 10mV and recording the current as a function of time between 3.4 and 3.6 V. 
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6.2 Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 Thermal Analysis  

In order to determine the decomposition and the C content in final PEG based 

composites, TGA analysis was performed. Fig. 6-2 shows the TGA curves of the PEG, 

bare LFP and LFP/PEG precursor with 10 wt. % PEG obtained after ball-milling. There 

were three-stages of weight loss process in Fig. 6-2. Stage I below 473 K is due to the 

loss of H2O from the precursor. The second stage II ranged from 473 to 620 K is 

attributed to the decomposition of oxalate and ammonium. The third stage III ranged 

from 620 to 673 K indicates the decomposition of PEG, which can be confirmed from 

the thermal analysis of PEG. The weight loss of the precursor for LFP/PEG composite 

in the third stage was about 1.4 wt. % due to the decomposition of PEG resulting in 

forming C, CO, CO2.
118 Finally, the crystallization process of olivine LFP occurred above 

720 K.  

6.2.2 Crystal Structure and Particle Morphology  

XRD patterns of samples prepared with and without Cu flakes are shown in Fig. 

6-3. All LFP samples prepared under different conditions show ordered orthorhombic 

olivine (S.G. (62), Pnma) crystal structure (JCPDS card No. 81-1173). For particles with 

1~5 wt. % of Cu, XRD pattern shows a new phase corresponding to CuO (See Fig. 6-3 

(a)). A relatively more intense (311) peak was seen from the XRD pattern of Cu flakes 

incorporated LFP composite than that of LFP/PEG, which can be attributed to the 

overlap of the (111) reflection of CuO phase and the (311) reflection of olivine LFP. The 

FWHM of LFP/PEG/Cu and LFP/PEG was larger than that of bare LFP particles. It has 

been reported that carbon coating prevents the growth of crystallite size during 

calcination process resulting in higher FWHM.88 CuO and carbon composites showed 
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similar effect on FWHM. The crystallite size (D) was calculated using Scherrer’s 

equation D=Kλ/βcosθ, where D is the crystallite size, K is the shape factor (0.89), and λ 

is the X-ray wavelength, β is the FWHM, and θ is the Bragg angle. The calculated mean 

crystallite sizes for all samples are tabulated in Table 6-1. 

Fig. 6-4 shows the SEM image of Cu flakes used during ball milling. The Cu 

flakes had very high aspect ratio (~10 μm length, 50 nm thickness). The high aspect 

ratio provides high surface area for well dispersion of Cu flakes around LFP particles. Li 

et al. reported that the plane to point contact mode with high contact area is the best for 

electric contact among three types of point to point, line to point and plane to point 

contact between LFP particles and coating materials.119 The Plane to point contact can 

be formed between LFP particles and Cu flakes. Thus, the enhanced electric contact 

may significantly enhance the electrochemical performance of LFP materials owing to 

the superior electric contact. The Cu flakes after milling and heat treatment transformed 

to CuO even though calcination process was done under a reduced atmosphere, as 

seen from the CuO peaks in XRD.  

Table 6-1. Comparisons of crystallite size of all samples 

Samples D (nm) 

LFP  35.6 ± 0.9 

LFP/PEG  33.2 ± 0.7 

LFP/PEG/CuO (1 wt.%) 32.3 ± 0.8 

LFP/PEG/CuO (3 wt.%) 31.3 ± 0.8 

LFP/PEG/CuO (5 wt.%) 31.7 ± 0.9 

SEM images of (a) bare LFP (b) LFP/PEG and (c) Cu flakes and PEG 

incorporated LFP are shown in Fig. 6-5. The LFP particles without PEG and Cu shows 

agglomeration during the calcination process. Though LFP particles prepared with PEG 

and PEG/Cu also show agglomeration during calcinations, the extent of agglomeration 
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observed in these particles over several SEM images appeared less than that in bare 

LFP particles. Coating of LFP particles, e.g. metal oxide coating, carbon coating has 

been generally observed to prevent agglomeration by forming a diffusion barrier layer 

around LFP particles. In addition, PEG is also a dispersant used in several earlier works 

to disperse LFP particles.104,105,120 The SEM image of Cu flakes incorporated LFP 

composite after milling and calcinations does not show Cu flakes, which were 

homogeneously dispersed during milling. However, the peaks corresponding to Cu was 

detected through the EDX spectrum (Fig. 6-5(d)). The specific surface areas of all 

samples are listed in Table 6-2. Cu flakes incorporated LFP and LFP/PEG showed 

much higher surface area compared to bare LFP particles. Each sample was measured 

several times. Cu flakes incorporated LFP composite showed >2 fold increase in 

surface area. High surface area can be due to smaller size, porous surface or less 

agglomeration of particles.  

Table 6-2. Specific surface area(SSA) of samples through BET measurement  

Samples SSA (m
2
/g) 

LFP 13.1 ± 0.2 

LFP/PEG 22.2 ± 0.3 

LFP/PEG/CuO (1 wt.%) 27.5 ± 0.5 

LFP/PEG/CuO (3 wt.%) 47.9 ± 0.6 

LFP/PEG/CuO (5 wt.%) 42.5 ± 0.4 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement was performed to confirm  

oxidation states of Fe and Cu based on the binding energy of C 1s (284.5eV). In Fe 2p 

spectrum, there are two peaks corresponding to Fe 2p3/2 (710.1eV) and Fe 2p1/2 (723.3 

eV) indicating that all Fe existed in Fe2+ state as shown in Fig. 6-6(a).121 For the Cu 2p 

spectrum of LFP/PEG/Cu there are four peaks, two main peaks corresponding to Cu 

2p1/2 (933.4 eV) and Cu 2p3/2 (953.4 eV) respectively and two other satellite peaks as 
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shown in Fig. 6-6(b). The binding energy difference between Cu 2p1/2 and Cu 2p3/2 was 

20.0 eV, which is consistent with the reported data.122 The results of XRD and XPS data 

suggest that Cu nano-flakes were completely converted to CuO after the calcination 

process. 

6.2.3 Carbon Structural Analysis (ID/IG) 

Fig. 6-7 shows the Raman spectroscopy of the bare LFP, LFP/PEG, and 3wt. % 

Cu flakes incorporated LFP. Raman spectroscopy is an important method to investigate 

the property of dispersed carbon. In the first order Raman spectra, strong and sharp 

peaks around 1590 and 1345 cm-1 were observed, which was ascribed to the graphite 

like G band and amorphous carbonaceous D band of residual carbon respectively. 

Doeff et al. and Hu et al. reported that the both D and G bands can be deconvoluted 

into four peaks at around 1190, 1350, 1520, and 1590 cm−1 for a precise fitting as 

shown in the insets of Fig. 6-6.123,124 Four Gaussian bands are satisfactorily fitted with 

minimum fitting error. The bands at 1190 and 1520 cm-1 are assigned to sp3-type 

carbon band, which are often observed in highly amorphous carbonaceous materials. 

The sp2 hybridization similar to that in graphite, contributes to electronic conductivity. 

The ratio of D/G (ID/IG) band intensity is lower for Cu nano-flakes incorporated LFP 

composite indicating higher amounts of graphitic carbon which could lead to higher 

conductivity of LFP electrode. The increase of graphite like G-band intensity is attributed 

to the catalytic effect of Cu nano-flakes. The activation energy barrier for this 

transformation is lowered by catalytically active metal of Cu nano-flakes by diminishing 

the energy of the system.125  
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6.2.4 Electrochemical Characteristics  

PITT method was used to measure the lithium ion chemical diffusion coefficients 

based on Fick’s law. Fig. 6-8 shows the transient current (It) change with a function of 

time (t) at a potential step from 3.44 to 3.45 V for the 3wt. % Cu flakes incorporated LFP 

composite electrode. The relation between transient current (It) and time (t) at each 

potential step is represented by following equation:82,126,127 

   
              

 
     

       

   
        (6-1) 

where F is the Faraday constant (96500 C), A is the surface area of the electrode, Cs 

and Co are concentration at the surface at time t and t = 0 respectively, and L (cm) is the 

characteristic length of the electrode material. The slope at the linear region of the ln (I) 

vs. t plot as shown in the inset of Fig. 6-8 is used for calculating the   Li using the 

following equation:82,126,127 

      
       

  

   

           (6-2) 

 The   Li values of 3wt. % Cu incorporated LFP composites are in the range of 

10−15 to 10−13 cm2s−1 while those of LFP and LFP/PEG are in the range of 10−15 to 10−14 

cm2s−1 (Fig. 6-9). In the range of 3.44-3.49 V, where LFP shows two-phase coexistence 

region,   Li values are lower in all of the samples. Note that the observed difference of 

  Li values (one order) among these samples is not considered significant.127 The 

addition of carbon and Cu flakes has little effect on lithium ion diffusion coefficient.  

Fig. 6-10(a) shows the initial discharge capacity of all samples at C/10 rate. The 

capacity of LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) is higher than LFP/PEG and bare LFP. LFP/PEG/Cu 

(3wt. %) showed the capacity of 157.6 mAhg-1 which is 94% of the theoretical capacity 

of 170 mAhg-1. Typically, capacity in the range of 140-155 mAhg-1 has been regularly 
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reported for doped LFP, coated LFP and nano-sized LFP.113,128,129 The higher 

capacities has generally been reported at very slow charge/discharge rate e.g. C/35. 104 

Bare LFP material has typically shown capacity in the range of 80-120 mAhg-1. Cui et al. 

reported the discharge capacities (142 mAhg-1 at 0.1C, 125 mAh-1 at 1C) of 

LFP/CuO/Carbon prepared by chemical precipitation method for the CuO (1.7 wt. %) 

and carbon co-coating, which was lower than our experiment data (161.7 mAhg-1 at 

0.1C, 149.1 mAhg-1 at 1C) for solid state method synthesized LFP with Cu flakes for 

CuO formation.117 The enhanced electrochemical capacity can be attributed to the 

increase in the sp2-bonded (G-band) carbon which increases the electronic conductivity 

of cathode.  

Fig. 6-10(b) shows both the cyclic and rate performance of all samples. 

LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) shows excellent cyclic behavior. Even after 50 cycles the drop in 

capacity was less than 1% of initial capacity. LFP/PEG/Cu (3 wt.%) also show excellent 

rate performance till 1C charge/discharge rate. Though the capacity reduces to 130 

mAhg-1 at 2C rate, the performances of LFP/PEG and LFP are even worse. The 

capacity of LFP/PEG and LFP drops to 85 mAhg-1 (40% decrease) and almost 0 mAhg-1 

respectively. In contrast to bare LFP and LFP/PEG, LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composite at 

2C rate showed less than 25% degradation in capacity. The performance of 

LFP/PEG/Cu (1wt. %) composite at low charge/discharge rates is similar to that of 

LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composite, but at higher rates the performance drops drastically. 

The LFP/PEG/Cu (5wt. %) composite electrode performs similar to bare LFP. Over the 

concentration of 3wt. % of Cu, the lower discharge capacity of LFP/PEG/Cu (5wt. %) 

composite electrode can be mainly attributed to the thicker coating layer (herein, Cu 
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flake), which is more resistive for Li+ ion transport rather than the electrochemical 

enhancement.130 Apart from the enhancement in capacity of electrodes, it can be seen 

that the discharge curve of bare LFP has a continuous slope whereas that of other 

electrodes have flat plateaus. The flat plateaus suggest lower degree of polarization and 

better electrochemical reversibility. 

The cyclic performance of the LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composite shows a good 

cycling stability. After 50 cycles at C/10 rate, the discharge capacity retention for the 

bare LFP, LFP/PEG and LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composites were 104.6, 138.2 and 

160.4 mAhg-1 respectively as shown in Fig. 6-11. The LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composite 

exhibits a highly stable electrochemical performance in terms of cycling and capacity 

than those of the LFP and LFP/PEG.  

The disk-shaped sintered pellet samples were prepared for the electrical 

conductivity measurements by using direct d.c. method for obtaining resistance (R). The 

electrical conductivities (σ) for all samples were estimated using the following equation 

6-3: 

  
 

 

 

 
           (6-3) 

where t is thickness and A is the area of the disk-shaped sample. LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) 

composite showed 4 orders of magnitude higher electronic conductivity of 1.14 x 10-4 

Scm-1 than that of bare LFP (4.41 x 10-8 Scm-1). LFP/PEG sample showed a 

conductivity of 5.48 x 10-6 Scm-1. It is clear that the increased electronic conductivity 

between bare LFP and LFP/PEG samples was attributed to the carbon content and the 

highest value of electronic conductivity for LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composite resulted 

from CuO/C co-coating. Even though the carbon content is similar in both LFP/PEG and 
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LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) composite, the electronic conductivity difference between two 

samples is 2 orders of magnitude. 

The impedance spectra of bare LFP, LFP/PEG, and LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) 

electrodes at 3rd cycle are compared in Fig. 6-12. All the EIS measurements were 

carried out at the terminal voltage of 2.5 V, i.e., at the fully discharged state, at 298 K. 

The EIS data can be classified into middle-high frequency (Hz) region corresponding to 

the  charge transfer resistance (Ω) for Li+ ion migration through/at the solid electrolyte 

interface (SEI) film formed on the surface of the electrode and linear region at low 

frequency. EIS data can be understood well based on the equivalent circuit (inset in Fig. 

11) with ohmic resistance (Rs), constant phase element (CPE) which represents a 

capacitance of double layer (Cd), charge-transfer resistance (Rct), and Warburg 

impedance (Zw). The charge transfer resistance (100.7 Ω) for the LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) 

was the lowest among those of the bare LFP (259.2 Ω) and LFP/PEG (225.5 Ω). The 

low charge transfer resistance can be attributed to the CuO and carbon co-coating on 

the LFP particles which enables the interfacial resistance to be lower. The increase in 

graphite like G-band intensity, lowering of charge transfer resistance, no significant 

change in Li-ion diffusion rate and drop in capacity for high Cu content (3wt. %) LFP 

indicates that the primary mechanism for improved capacity, rate and cyclic 

performance is increase in the electronic conductivity of cathode by addition of Cu 

flakes. 

6.3 Summary 

Addition of Cu nano-flakes with very high aspect ratio (~10 μm length, ~50 nm 

thickness) during ball milling of LFP was found to be highly effective in improving the 

capacity, cyclic and rate performance. LFP particles prepared by solid state reaction 
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method were ball milled with PEG and Cu nano-flakes to form LFP cathode materials. 

3wt. % Cu incorporated LFP composite showed a maximum discharge capacity of 161 

mAhg-1, which is 95 % of theoretical capacity. In addition, there was negligible drop in 

capacity after 50 charge/discharge cycles at C/10 rate whereas at a high rate of 2C the 

capacity decreased by less than 25 % compared to 60 % for electrodes fabricated using 

LFP/PEG and almost 0 % for the bare LFP electrode. These enhanced properties were 

attributed to the Cu flakes used as a catalyst for the transformation from amorphous 

carbon to graphite like carbon resulting in low charge transfer resistance in 

LFP/PEG/Cu composite.       
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Figure 6-1. Schematic diagram of LFP and Cu incorporated LFP synthesis 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6-2. TGA curves of the PEG, bare LFP and LFP/PEG precursor with 10 wt.%  
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Figure 6-3. XRD analysis comparison. A) XRD patterns of all samples. B) FWHM of 
(311) of all samples. 
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Figure 6-4. FE-SEM image of Cu nano flake 
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Figure 6-5. FE-SEM images (The insets indicate magnified image(x100,000). A) LFP. B) 
LFP/PEG. C) LFP/PEG/Cu. D) EDX spectrum of LFP/PEG/Cu composite.  
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Figure 6-6. XPS spectra. A) Fe 2p of bare LFP, LFP/PEG and LFP/PEG/Cu. B) Cu 2p of 
LFP/PEG/Cu. 
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Figure 6-7. Raman spectra of LFP, LFP/PEG, and LFP/PEG/Cu (The insets indicate 
resolved raman spectra using Gaussian distribution fitting) 
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Figure 6-8. PITT measurement data of LFP/PEG/Cu (3wt. %) between 3.44 and 3.45V 
(The inset indicates ln (It /A) vs. t (s)) 
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Figure 6-9. Chemical diffusion coefficient comparisons of LFP, LFP/PEG, and 
LFP/PEG/Cu using PITT method between 3.4 and 3.58V 
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Figure 6-10. Electrochemical properties. A) Initial discharge comparison at C/10. B) 
Rate performance of LFP, LFP/PEG, LFP/PEG/Cu comparison at different C-
rates. 
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Figure 6-11. Cycle performance comparison between bare LFP and LFP/PEG/Cu 
discharge capacity at C/10 
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Figure 6-12. Electrochemical Impedance Spectra of bare LFP and LFP/PEG/Cu 
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CHAPTER 7 
ZINC OXIDE INCORPORATED LFP FOR HIGH RATE ELECTROCHEMICAL 

PERFORMANCE  

This Chapter is part of the paper: “ZnO incorporated LiFePO4 for high rate 

electrochemical performance in lithium ion rechargeable batteries" by Jungbae Lee, 

Purushottam Kumar, Jinhyung Lee, Brij M. Moudgil, Rajiv K. Singh.; Journal of Alloys 

and Compounds, 2012 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2012.10.092). Reproduced by 

permission of Elsevier. 

Surface modification by various metal oxide coatings on LFP surface with ZrO2, 

TiO2, CuO, Al2O3 and CeO2 reduced the impedance of LFP cathode and enhanced the 

electrochemical performance.68,103,117,131,132 Singhal et al. reported ZnO coating on 

LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 prepared by sol–gel method and annealed at 850 °C for 15 h to improve 

the electrochemical performance of the initial discharge capacity of about 146 mAhg−1 

and 97% of the discharge capacity retention after 50 cycles.133 Cui et al. reported 

enhanced properties of ZnO and carbon co-coated LFP particles made by sol-gel and 

freeze drying process.112 The ZnO/C co-coated LFP composites showed high exchange 

current density (io) which enhanced the electrochemical performance in terms of rate 

performance and capacity. Though the amount of ZnO in LFP cathode was not 

detected, the absence of ZnO peak after annealing in the XRD diffraction pattern 

indicates a lower concentration or poor crystallininity of ZnO. Other work with ZnO 

coated LFP particles showed limited enhancement in electrochemical properties.134 

In this work, LFP/ZnO/Carbon composites were prepared by vibratory wet ball 

milling of ZnO, Polyethylene glycol (PEG) and LFP particles synthesized by solid state 

method. The subsequent heat treatment led to formation of ZnO/C co-coated LFP 

particles which showed high capacity, excellent rate and cyclic performance. ZnO (1-4 
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wt. %) in this study along with PEG was directly dispersed in LFP particles using ball 

milling. LFP with ZnO and carbon not only improved the electrical conductivity by 

lowering interfacial resistance between the electrode and the electrolyte but also 

prevented the growth of crystallite size resulting in short lithium ion diffusion path.  

7.1 Experimental 

7.1.1 Synthesis of Zinc Oxide Incorporated Active Material 

Fig. 7-1 shows the schematic of the synthesis method for metal oxide (MO) and 

carbon composite with LFP particles. Two steps were employed in this work. The first 

step was for synthesis of bare LFP, whereas the LFP/MO/C composite was prepared 

through the second step. In the first step, solid state reaction using vibratory wet ball 

milling was performed with stoichiometric amounts of lithium carbonate (Li2CO3, >98%, 

Alfa Aesar), iron(II) oxalate (FeC2O4·2H2O, >99%, Alfa Aesar), and ammonium di-

hydrogenophosphate (NH4H2PO4, >98%, ACROS) in anhydrous ethanol. The 

precursors were milled for 24 h thereafter the mixture was rinsed with ethanol three 

times using centrifuge and filtered to remove contaminants from the mixture. The 

precursor mixture after rinsing was dried at 50 °C for 16 h in a drying oven. The dried 

powders were subjected to a two step heat treatment process. It was first heated to 350 

oC for 4 h to decompose the carbonate, oxalate, and ammonium mixture of the starting 

materials followed by heat treatment at 650 oC for 10 h to crystallize LFP. All heat 

treatments were done under reduced atmosphere formed by continuously flowing 5% 

H2 in Ar to prevent the oxidation of Fe from Fe2+ to Fe3+. The ramp rate for 

heating/cooling was 2 K·min-1 at each step. Prior to heating, the furnace was purged 

with 5% H2 in Ar gas for 20 min. At the second step, LFP/ZnO/Carbon composite was 

prepared by vibratory ball milling a mixture of 1 g of LFP, 10 wt. % of Polyethylene 
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glycol (PEG, M.W. = 1450 gmol-1, ACROS) and 1-4wt. % of <100 nm sized Zinc oxide 

(ZnO, >98%, Nano Tek) for 24 hours. The obtained mixture was washed and filtered 

again with ethanol followed by drying at 50 oC for 16 h. After heating at 600 oC for 2 h 

under flow of 5%-H2 in Ar gas, the LFP/ZnO/Carbon composite was obtained. 

7.1.2 Material Characterization 

LFP particles were characterized by powder X-ray diffractometer (XRD, 

PANalytical X’pert powder) using Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.5406 Å) for the crystal 

structure and the crystallite size. Average crystallite size was calculated using the 

Scherrer’s equation with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (111), (211), (301), 

(311), (121) peaks. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JEOL FEG-

SEM 6335) was used to characterize the morphology and dispersion of LFP particles. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2010F TEM) was used to examine the 

nanoscale microstructure of the particles. Density was measured three times using 

Pycnometry (Quantachrome Ultrapyc 1000 Gas Pycnometer). The specific surface area 

was measured using Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET, Nova 1200) method. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Axis spectrometer) using monochromatic Mg 

Kα (1253.6 eV) radiation was used to analyze the chemical bonding energies of the 

samples. Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Aramis Micro-Raman) with a laser wavelength 

of 532 nm was done to determine the ID/IG band intensity ratio of carbon in the LFP 

particles.  

7.1.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

The electrodes were prepared by coating slurries of active material (80 wt.%), 

Acetylene Carbon Black (15 wt.%) and polyvinylidine fluoride (PVdF, 5 wt.%) dissolved 

in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) using doctor blade on aluminum foil as a current 
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collector. After coating, the electrodes were dried for 4 h at 120 ◦C in low pressure (200 

mTorr) atmosphere and pressed. The electrode material (1 mg) was loaded on the disc 

shape (14 mm in diameter, 7 μm-thick). Coin-type test cells (2016) were assembled in 

an argon-filled glove-box in which H2O level was automatically maintained below 0.1 

ppm. Celgard 400 (Celgard Inc.) was used as a separator, 1M LiPF6 in ethylene 

carbonate (EC)/ dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1:1 v/v) as an electrolyte, and Li foil as a 

counter electrode. Discharge (Li insertion)/ charge (Li extraction) to/from LFP cathode 

were carried out galvanostatically using battery tester (Arbin Instrument) within a 

voltage window of 2.5–4.0V (vs. Li/Li+) at various C rates from C/10 to 10C (C/10 = 17 

mAg-1) rate. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed to 

compare the conductivity at the amplitude of 5 mV and at the frequency from 100 KHz 

to 100 mHz. The potentiostatic intermittent titration technique (PITT) was performed to 

measure the lithium ion chemical diffusion coefficient by applying potential step of 10mV 

and recording the current as a function of time between 3.4 and 3.6 V. 

7.2 Results and Discussion 

7.2.1 Crystal Structure and Particle Morphology 

XRD patterns of samples prepared with and without ZnO is shown in Fig. 7-2. All 

LFP samples prepared under different conditions show ordered orthorhombic olivine 

(S.G. (62), Pnma) crystal structure (JCPDS card No. 81-1173). For particles with 1-4 wt. 

% of ZnO which are the LFP/PEG/ZnO composite samples, there are no peaks 

corresponding to ZnO and carbon, which is attributed to both small amount of ZnO and 

carbon or existence as an amorphous phase or poor crystalline form. The FWHM of 

(311) of LFP/PEG/ZnO and LFP/PEG was larger than that of bare LFP particles (See 

Table 7-1). It has been reported that carbon coating prevents the growth of crystallite 
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size during calcination process resulting in higher FWHM.88 ZnO and carbon composite 

showed a similar effect on FWHM. The crystallite size (D) was calculated using 

Scherrer’s equation D=Kλ/βcosθ, where D is the crystallite size, K is the shape factor 

(0.89), and λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the FWHM, and θ is the Bragg angle. The 

calculated mean crystallite sizes for all samples are tabulated in Table 7-1. Among all of 

the samples, LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) showed the smallest crystallite size.  

Table 7-1. Comparisons of FWHM and crystallite size of all samples  

Samples FWHM of (311) D (nm) 

LFP  0.21 40.8 ± 0.8 

LFP/PEG  0.22 37.8 ± 0.3 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (1 wt.%) 0.25 32.7 ± 0.4 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (2 wt.%) 0.27 30.4 ± 0.4 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (4 wt.%) 0.24 33.9 ± 0.9 

Fig. 7-3 shows the SEM image of ZnO nano powder (50~200 nm). Fig. 7-4 

shows the SEM images (X40000) of (a) bare LFP (b) LFP/PEG and (c) LFP/PEG/ZnO. 

The LFP particles without PEG and ZnO show significant agglomeration during the 

calcination process. Though LFP particles prepared with PEG and PEG/ZnO also show 

agglomeration during calcinations process, the extent of agglomeration observed in 

these particles over several SEM images appeared less than that in bare LFP particles. 

Coating of LFP particles, e.g. metal oxide coating, carbon coating has been generally 

observed to prevent agglomeration by forming a diffusion barrier layer around LFP 

particles. In addition, PEG is also a dispersant used in several earlier works to disperse 

LFP particles and was observed to prohibit LFP particles from agglomeration in our 

previous work.104,105,120 Fig. 7-4(d) shows the EDX spectrum of LFP/PEG/ZnO particles, 

showing different elements including Zn. The peak corresponding to Al is ascribed to 

the Al holder. The specific surface areas of all samples are listed in Table 7-2.  
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Each sample was measured several times. LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composites 

showed the highest specific surface area of 52.1 ± 0.6 m2g-1 among the samples. High 

surface area can be achieved due to small particle size, porous and rough surface 

caused by adsorption of nano-sized coating material on LFP particles and less 

agglomeration of particles. SEM images show a less agglomerated and small particle 

size distribution for LFP/PEG/ZnO particles. From the specific surface area 

measurements, it can be observed that metal oxide and carbon co-coating was highly 

effective for an increase in specific surface area by inhibiting the particle growth and 

agglomeration between LFP particles. 

Table 7-2. Specific surface area(SSA) of samples through BET measurement  

Samples SSA (m
2
g-1) 

LFP 13.1 ± 0.2 

LFP/PEG 22.2 ± 0.3 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (1wt.%) 42.8 ± 0.8 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt.%) 52.1 ± 0.6 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (4wt.%) 36.2 ± 0.6 

In order to clearly confirm the presence of ZnO on the LFP particles, TEM image 

and EDX mapping of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composites were done (Fig. 7-5). The 

EDX mapping shown in Fig. 5(b) for each element is from the rectangular area in TEM 

image in Fig. 7-5(a). Through the EDX mapping, it can be observed that cabon is 

homogeneously coated on LFP particles, whereas Zn segregation shows the existence 

of ZnO as separate particles. With the increase of ZnO contents from 1 wt. % to 4 wt. %, 

further degree of segregation can be expected.     

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed to 

confirm  the oxidation states of Fe and Zn based on the binding energy of C 1s 

(284.5eV). In Fe 2p spectrum, there are two peaks corresponding to Fe 2p3/2 (710.1eV) 
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and Fe 2p1/2 (723.3 eV) indicating that all Fe existed in Fe2+ state as shown in Fig. 7-

6(a).121 For the Zn 2p spectrum of LFP/PEG/ZnO there are two peaks, one peak is 

corresponding to Zn 2p1/2 (1044.8 eV) and the other peak is to Zn 2p3/2 (1021.7 eV) 

respectively (Fig. 7-6(b)). The binding energy difference between Zn 2p1/2 and Zn 2p3/2 

was 23.1 eV, which is consistent with the reported data.122 The results of XRD and XPS 

data suggest that there is no change in the valence (+2) of Zn after the calcination 

process. 

7.2.2 Carbon Structural Analysis (ID/IG) 

With conductive metal oxides, carbon is also used to increase the electronic 

conductivity. Herein, the form of carbon and its bonding characteristic is a very 

important factor for the extent of increase in electronic conductivity. Fig. 7-7 shows the 

Raman spectroscopy of the bare LFP, LFP/PEG, and LFP/PEG/ZnO. In the first order 

Raman spectra, strong and sharp peaks around 1590 and 1350 cm-1 were observed, 

which was ascribed to the graphite like G band and amorphous carbonaceous D band 

of residual carbon respectively. Doeff et al. suggested that both D and G bands, which 

are assigned to sp2-type carbon can be deconvoluted into four peaks for a precise fitting 

as shown in the insets of Fig. 7.123,124 Four peaks are satisfactorily fitted with minimum 

fitting error. The other two peaks at ~1200 and ~1510 cm-1 except both D and G bands 

are assigned to sp3-type carbon band. The sp2 hybridization similar to that in graphite, 

contributes to electronic conductivity. Two characteristic band ratios of ID/IG (Band 

intensity ratio) and Asp3/Asp2 (Band area integrated ratio) were evaluated for resolving 

Raman spectra. The ratios of ID/IG (0.91~0.93) and Asp3/Asp2 (0.36~0.63) for 

LFP/PEG/ZnO composites are lower than those of bare LFP (ID/IG = 0.98, Asp3/Asp2 = 

0.72) and LFP/PEG (ID/IG = 0.97, Asp3/Asp2 = 0.69) as shown in Table 7-3, which 
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indicates higher amount of graphitic carbon in LFP/PEG/ZnO composites. The sp2 

hybridization similar to that in graphite, contributes to electronic conductivity. The ratio 

of D/G (ID/IG = 0.91~0.93) band intensity is lower for LFP/PEG/ZnO composite indicating 

higher amount of graphitic carbon which could lead to higher conductivity of LFP 

electrode.  

Table 7-3. Raman spectra parameters of samples 

Samples Peak (cm-1) Intensity (a.u.) ID/IG Area (a.u.) Asp3/Asp2 

LFP  

sp2 1351 (D) 135 0.98 11716 0.72 

1602 (G) 137 5311 

sp3 1220 - 7869 

1530 - 4421 

LFP/PEG 

sp2 1343 (D) 83 0.97 7939 0.69 

1599 (G) 85 3461 

sp3 1227 - 5600 

1515 - 2317 

LFP/PEG/ZnO 

(1 wt. %) 

sp2 1356 (D) 162 0.92 17410 0.58 

1596 (G) 176 8514 

sp3 1244 - 11717 

1500 - 3508 

LFP/PEG/ZnO 

(2 wt. %) 

sp2 1358 (D) 172 0.91 21970 0.36 

1598 (G) 188 8682 

sp3 1226 - 7963 

1532 - 3134 

LFP/PEG/ZnO 

(4 wt. %) 

sp2 1353 (D) 80 0.93 7599 0.63 

1598 (G) 86 4022 

sp3 1233 - 5713 

1496 - 1807 

In the previous Chapter 6, Cu nano-flakes were effectively used as a catalyst to 

increase the amount of graphitic carbon in carbon from PEG during calcination process 

and were completely converted to CuO. Likewise, herein the increase of graphite like G-

band intensity is mainly attributed to the catalytic effect of metal oxide (Herein, ZnO) for 
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the transformation from disordered amorphous carbon to graphite like carbon and the 

use of catalyst is expected to result in increase in electronic conductivity. 

7.2.3 Electrochemical Characteristics 

PITT measurements were performed to calculate lithium ion chemical diffusion 

coefficients in the range of voltage from 3.40 to 3.58 V with a voltage step of 0.01 V in 

the first charging cycle of the LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite electrode in Fig. 7-8(a). 

The PITT profile shows a behavior consistent with the voltage plateau of the first charge 

cycle. The relation between transient current (It) and time (t) at each potential step is 

represented by following equation based on Fick’s law: 82,126,127 

   
              

 
     

       

   
        (7-1) 

where F is the Faraday constant (96500 C), A is the surface area of the electrode, Cs 

and Co are concentration at the surface at time t and t = 0 respectively, and L (cm) is the 

characteristic length of the electrode material. The slope at the linear region of the ln (I) 

vs. t plot as shown in the inset of Fig. 7-8(b) was used for calculating the   Li using the 

following equation:82,126,127 

      
       

  

   

  
         (7-2) 

 The   Li values of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composites are in the range of 10−15 to 

10−13 cm2s−1 while those of LFP and LFP/PEG are in the range of 10−15 to 10−14 cm2s−1 

(Fig. 7-9). Note that the observed difference of   Li values (one order) among these 

samples is not considered significant.127 Their kinetic behaviors look very similar 

specially in the voltage range of 3.46 to 3.51 V, where two phases (FePO4 and 

LiFePO4) co-exist. Therefore ZnO/C co-coating methods seem to have a limited 

influence on the lithium ion chemical diffusion coefficients in LFP cathodes.  
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The Initial discharge capacities of all samples are shown in Fig. 7-10 (a) at 0.1C 

rate. With the increase of ZnO contents up to 4 wt. %, they don’t show continuous 

increased capacity but the electrochemical performances of electrodes at the 2wt. % of 

ZnO concentration are the best. The initial discharge capacity of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt.%) 

at C/10 rate is 151.5 mAhg-1 which is the highest among all the samples. The discharge 

curve of bare LFP electrodes show a continuous slope, on the other hand LFP/PEG and 

LFP/PEG/ZnO composite electrodes show very flat plateaus. Both the voltage plateaus 

of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) for Li extraction (charge) and insertion (discharge) reaction 

from/to LFP cathode material are the lowest and highest respectively among all the 

electrodes and are very flat, which means LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite electrodes 

have the lowest degree of polarization resulting in an excellent electrochemical 

reversibility. Over the concentration of 2wt. % of ZnO, the lower charge/discharge 

capacities and higher voltage gap between charge/discharge plateau of LFP/PEG/ZnO 

(4wt. %) composite electrodes can be mainly attributed to the blocking of Li+ ion 

transport through thicker coating layer (herein, ZnO), which led to more polarization 

rather than the electrochemical enhancement from the increased electronic conductivity 

.130 Fig. 7-10 (b) shows the discharge profiles of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite 

electrodes at different C-rates ranging from C/10 to 10C. With the increase of C-rates 

up to 1C, even though there is only a small difference in discharge capacities around 

158 mAhg-1, the plateau voltages are lowered continuously, which is attributed to the 

increased degree of polarization in the electrode. Above 5C discharge rate, the plateau 

voltages significantly decreased to around 2.9 V reducing the discharge capacities to 

145.7 mAhg-1 at 5C and 109.3 mAhg-1 at 10C respectively.  
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The maximum discharge capacity of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) reached to 158.9 

mAhg-1 which is 93% of the theoretical capacity of 170 mAhg-1 as shown in Fig. 7-11(a). 

With the increase of C-rate up to 5C, LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite electrodes 

showed excellent rate performances of 92% capacity retention of the initial maximum 

capacity and 69% at 10C rate, while LFP and LFP/PEG show poor rate performances. 

The capacity of LFP/PEG and LFP drops to 85 mAh/g (40% decrease) and almost 0 

mAh/g respectively at 2C rate. In contrast to bare LFP and LFP/PEG electrodes, 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite electrodes at 2C rate showed less than 5% 

degradation in capacity. The performances of LFP/PEG/ZnO (1wt. %) composite 

electrodes at low C/5 rate are close to those of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite 

electrodes, but at higher C-rates the performance drops drastically. The degradation of 

electrochemical rate performance of LFP/PEG/ZnO (4wt. %) composite electrodes at 

high charge/discharge rates are shown, which is attributed to the blocking of Li+ ion 

motion by relatively thick ZnO coating film compared to LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) 

composite. The enhanced electrochemical capacity can be attributed to the increase in 

the sp2-bonded (G-band) carbon which increases the electronic conductivity of the 

cathode. The cyclic performance of the LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite shows a 

good cycling stability. After 50 cycles at C/10 rate, the discharge capacity retention for 

the bare LFP, LFP/PEG and LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composites were 104.6, 138.2 and 

154.68 mAhg-1 respectively as shown in Fig. 7-11(b). The LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) 

composite electrodes exhibit a highly stable electrochemical performance in terms of 

cycling and capacity than those of the LFP and LFP/PEG. 
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The impedance spectra of bare LFP, LFP/PEG, and LFP/PEG/ZnO (1-4 wt. %) 

electrodes are compared in Fig. 7-12. All the EIS measurements were carried out after 

3 cycles at the terminal voltage of 2.5 V, i.e., at the fully discharged state, at 298 K. The 

EIS data can be classified into middle-high frequency (Hz) region corresponding to the 

charge transfer resistance (Ω) for Li+ ion migration through/at the solid electrolyte 

interface (SEI) film formed on the surface of the electrode during cycles and linear 

region at low frequency. EIS data can be understood well based on the equivalent 

circuit (Left hand side inset in Fig. 7-12) with ohmic resistance (Rs), constant phase 

element (CPE) which represents a capacitance of double layer (Cd), charge-transfer 

resistance (Rct), and Warburg impedance (Zw). LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt.%) composite (Right 

hand side inset in Fig. 7-12) exhibited the lowest charge transfer resistance (82.8 Ω) 

compared to bare LFP (259.2 Ω) and LFP/PEG (225.5 Ω) as shown in Table 7-3, which 

is also confirmed from the shallowest voltage plateau gap between charge/discharge 

plateaus for the LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt.%) composite electrodes. The low charge transfer 

resistance can be attributed to the ZnO and carbon co-coating on the LFP particles 

which enables the interfacial resistance to be lower. The degree of reversibility of 

electrode can be parameterized by calculation of exchange current density (io) using the 

equation:  

   
  

     
          (7-3) 

where R is the gas constant (8.314 Jmol-1K-1), T is the temperature (298.5 K), and n is 

the number of electrons transferred per molecule during intercalation of Li+ ion (1 for 

LiFePO4). The exchange current density of LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite in Table 

7-3 is the highest among all samples, which led to better electrochemical reversibility.  
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In addition, the ZnO and carbon co-coating on the LFP surface can also provide 

a protective layer for LFP particles to prevent them from direct contact with the acidic 

electrolyte.135 From the results of the increase in graphite like G-band intensity, lowering 

of charge transfer resistance and no significant change in Li-ion diffusion rate, the 

primary mechanism for the improved capacity, rate and cyclic performance is increase 

in the electronic conductivity of cathode by addition of ZnO nano powders.  

Table 7-4. EIS parameters of the samples 

Samples Rs (Ω) Rct (Ω) io (A·cm
-2

) 

LFP 7.7 259.2 6.45 x 10-5 

LFP/PEG 5.8 225.5 7.41 x 10-5 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (1 wt. %) 6.5 137.4 1.22 x 10-4 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (2 wt. %) 6.4 82.8 2.02 x 10-4 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (4 wt. %) 7.1 190.5 8.77 x 10-5 

7.3 Summary 

Addition of ZnO nano-powders during ball milling of LFP was found to be highly 

effective in improving the capacity, cyclic and rate performance. LFP particles prepared 

by solid state reaction method were ball milled with PEG based ZnO nano powders to 

form ZnO/C co-coated LFP particles. LFP/PEG/ZnO (2 wt. %) composite electrode 

showed a maximum discharge capacity of 158.9 mAhg-1 which is 93 % of theoretical 

capacity at C/10 and excellent high rate performances of 145.7 mAhg-1 at 5C and 109.3 

mAhg-1 at 10C respectively. In addition, there was negligible drop in capacity for 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) composite electrode after 50 charge/discharge cycles at C/10 

rate. These enhanced properties were attributed to the ZnO nano coating on the LFP 

surface used as both a catalyst for the transformation from amorphous carbon to 

graphite like carbon resulting in low charge transfer resistance in LFP/PEG/ZnO 

composite and a protective layer for LFP core particles.       
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Figure 7-1. Schematic diagram of LFP and ZnO coated LFP synthesis 

 

 
 

Figure 7-2. XRD patterns of LFP, LFP/PEG and LFP/PEG/ZnO 
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Figure 7-3. FE-SEM image of ZnO 
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Figure 7-4. FE-SEM images and EDX spectrum. A) LFP. B) LFP/PEG. C) 
LFP/PEG/ZnO. D) EDX spectrum of LFP/PEG/ZnO composite. 
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Figure 7-5. Surface analysis. A) HR-TEM image. B) Elemental EDX mapping for a 
rectangular area of LFP/PEG/ZnO composite. 
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Figure 7-6. XPS spectra. A) Fe 2p of bare LFP, LFP/PEG and LFP/PEG/ZnO. B) Zn 2p 
of LFP/PEG/ZnO. 
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Figure 7-7. Raman spectra of LFP, LFP/PEG, and LFP/PEG/ZnO 
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Figure 7-8. Diffusion coefficient measurements. A) PITT method of LFP/PEG/ZnO 
(2wt. %) in the first charge cycle test in the voltage range of 3.40 to 3.58V. B) 
It vs. t plot between 3.45 and 3.46V. (The inset indicates ln (It) vs. t ) 
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Figure 7-9. Chemical diffusion coefficient comparisons of LFP, LFP/PEG, and 

LFP/PEG//ZnO using PITT method between 3.4 and 3.58V 
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Figure 7-10. Electrochemical voltage profiles. A) Initial charge/discharge capacity 
comparison of all samples at C/10. B) Voltage profile of discharge capacity of 
LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt. %) at different C-rates (0.1~10C). 
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Figure 7-11. Electrochemical test comparison. A) Rate performance comparison of all 
samples at different C-rates (0.1~10C). B) Cycle performance comparison of 
LFP, LFP/PEG and LFP/PEG/ZnO discharge capacity at C/10. 
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Figure 7-12. Electrochemical Impedance Spectra of bare LFP, LFP/PEG and 

LFP/PEG/ZnO (The insets indicate an equivalent circuit for left hand side and 
LFP/PEG/ZnO (2wt.%) for right hand side) 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

The electrochemical properties of LFP cathode materials prepared by solid state 

method have been investigated in the aspects of surfactant processing effect on LFP 

particle size and size distribution, surface modification by metal and metal oxide coating 

with carbon and catalytic effect of added metal and metal oxide. 

From the CV test, it was confirmed that LFP has two phase reaction during 

charge and discharge reactions. For the optimization of calcination temperature of bare 

LFP, calcination process was performed in the range of 600~750 oC under a reduced 

atmosphere of 5%-H2 in Ar. With the increase of calcination temperature, both crystallite 

and particle sizes increased on the contrary, specific surface areas were decreased. 

There is no change in lattice parameters up to 700 oC, there was a decrease in volume 

at 750 oC. For the initial discharge capacities, LFP600, LFP650 and LFP700 cathode 

materials showed similar discharge capacities except LFP750. This can be well 

explained using results of the structural parameters. LFP750 cathode sample has 

smaller space for Li+ ion motion than other sample electrodes as a result of that, 

LFP750 sample showed the limited electrochemical performance. From the aspect of 

particle size, LFP750 is the largest sized particles among all samples which can also be 

a limitation for the Li+ ion diffusion. For the optimization of bare LFP, LFP650 has the 

high crystallinity, proper surface area for the electrochemical reaction between electrode 

and electrolyte and enough space in the structure for Li+ ion motion. 

However, the severe agglomeration between LFP particles still has been found. 

This impedes throughput of the electrolyte to the electrode material. As a result, 
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interfacial resistance between electrode and electrolyte can increase, which affects the 

charge transfer of Li+ ions. Thus, small amount of anionic surfactant which can also be 

used as dispersant was employed during wet vibratory ball milling process. Surfactant 

processed LFP particles showed that there is no influence on LFP olivine structure. 

Both crystallite size and particle size decreased and specific surface area increased 

after surfactant processing. Above all, LFP with surfactant processing exhibited less 

agglomeration than LFP without surfactant processing. Even though the residual carbon 

is very small amount, it helped the interfacial resistance to decrease. After surfactant 

processing, the improved cycle performance at 0.1C rate up to 50th cycle and the 

electrochemical reversibility are attributed to the decrease in charge transfer resistance 

from less agglomeration between LFP particles, which enhanced an easy throughput of 

the electrolyte, and residual carbon amount.  

Based on the results and discussions of surfactant processing, dispersant or 

surfactant should be used for less agglomeration between particles. Thus, non-ionic 

surfactant and dispersant PEG and metal (Cu nano-flakes) were employed together in 

order to improve conductivity. Cu nano-flakes has a high surface area and plane to 

point contact was formed between LFP particles and Cu nano-flakes. Among three 

types of electric contact modes, plane to point contact is the best contact mode. Thus, 

the decrease in charge transfer resistance can be attributed to this contact mode. 

Moreover, after calcination process PEG was transformed to higher amount of graphitic 

carbon when Cu nano flakes were present together from the Raman spectroscopy 

analysis (ID/IG). The lower degree of ratio of ID/IG is related to an enhanced conductivity. 

Thus, Cu nano-flakes acted as a catalyst for a carbon structural transformation from 
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disordered carbon to graphitic carbon. By addition of direct metal Cu nano-flakes to LFP 

materials, both surface modifications through Cu nano-flakes coating on the LFP 

particle surface and an increased conductivity from catalytic properties greatly improved 

the initial charge and discharge capacity of LFP/PEG/Cu composite electrode samples, 

resulting in the excellent electrochemical cycle and high rate performances, while bare 

LFP electrode materials showed poor rate performances and limited charge and 

discharge capacities. 

Likewise, metal oxide (ZnO nano-powder) was used as a catalyst with PEG in 

the third experimental procedure. Similar principle to metal coating method was applied 

to improve electrochemical performances. However, using metal oxide instead of metal 

can reduce the cost of material if the potential as a catalyst is same. The ZnO nano-

powders with carbon were homogeneously coated on LFP particles. After calcination 

process, lower degree of ID/IG ratio similar to that of Cu nano-flake coating case was 

obtained. These enhanced properties led to high rate performance up to 10 C rate. 

Interestingly, the behaviors of Li+ ion diffusion coefficient measurements using PITT 

techniques for Cu nano-flakes and ZnO nano-powders are similar to that of bare LFP in 

two phase (LFP, FP) co-existing region. That is, even though metal or metal oxide 

coating improved the electrochemical performances of LFP materials, small differences 

in Li+ ion diffusion coefficients indicate that the contribution of ionic conductivity on an 

improved electrical conductivity is little. One order difference in Li+ ion diffusion 

coefficients between bare LFP materials and Metal/C or Metal oxide/C coated LFP was 

shown, which can be attributed to the decrease in both crystallite size and particle size 

related to the Li+ ion diffusion path. The main reason for the improved cycle and rate 
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performance is attributed to the increase in electronic conductivity from the lower 

degree of ID/IG ratio and improved electric contact by homogeneous ZnO/C co-coating 

co-coating method.  

8.2 Future Work 

Electronic conductivity measurement of active materials is required because it is 

informative even though it is not critical. Thus, disk shaped pellets of all active materials 

used in this work are required to be manufactured for measuring an electronic 

conductivity. 

In Chapter 5, the effect of surfactant processing during LFP synthesis was 

investigated. To extend this work, the effect of different concentration of surfactant on 

LFP electrochemical performance is required to investigate for the completion of the 

work using surfactant. Likewise, the optimization of concentration of PEG employed as 

dispersant and surfactant in Chapter 6 and 7 is another work to investigating the effect 

of PEG concentration on the electrochemical performance. 

In addition, it was clear that the catalyst greatly influenced on the ID/IG ratio for 

high amount of graphitic carbon related to high conductivity and the addition of metal or 

metal oxide acted as a catalyst for carbon structural change from disordered to graphitic 

carbon. Thus, it is required to find different candidate materials which can be used as a 

proper catalyst of carbon. In addition, designing optimized different synthesis methods 

based on the properties of catalyst candidate materials is required to obtain an energy- 

efficient cathode development.  
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